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 Let’s DANGAL with ICAI PAST EXAMS QUESTIONS 

1.  DISTINGUISH BETWEEN ACCRUAL BASIS OF ACCOUNTING AND CASH BASIS OF ACCOUNTING 
                                                                       [JUNE 1993, MAY 2003, NOV. 2005] 

Sol: Accrual basis of accounting differs from Cash basis of accounting in the following respects: 
Basis of Distinction Accrual Basis of Accounting Cash Basis of Accounting 

1. Prepaid/Outstanding 
Expenses/accrued/unaccrued Income in 
Balance Sheet 

Under this, there may be Prepaid/Outstanding 
Expenses and Accrued/ Unaccured Incomes in 
the Balance Sheet. 

Under this, there is no 
Prepaid/Outstanding Expenses or 
Accrued/ Unaccrued Incomes. 

2. Higher/lower Income in case of 
Prepaid Expenses and Accrued Income 

Income Statement will show a relatively 
higher income. 

Income Statement will show lower 
income. 

3. Higher/Lower Income in case of 
outstanding expenses and Unaccrued 
Income 

Income Statement will show a relatively 
lower income. 

Income Statement will show higher 
Income. 

4. Recognition under the Companies 
Act, 2013 

This basis is recognised under the Companies 
Act, 2013. 

This basis is not recognised under 
the Companies Act, 2013. 

5. Availability of options to an 
accountant to manipulate the 
accounts by way of choosing the 
most suitable method out of several 
alternative methods of accounting e.g. 
FIFO/LIFO/SLM/WDV 

Under this, an accountant has options. Under this an accountant has no 
option to make a choice as such. 

 

  

2. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN CAPITAL EXPENDITURE AND REVENUE EXPENDITURE 
  [JUNE 1993, NOV. 1996, MAY 1997, NOV. 2001, NOV. 2004] 

Sol: Basis of 
Distinction 

Capital Expenditure Revenue Expenditure 
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1. Meaning It is an expenditure which is 
incurred: 
(a) to acquire or bring into existence an asset, or 
(b) to acquire or bring into existence an advantage or 
benefit of an enduring nature, or 
(c) to increase the productivity or earning capacity. 

It is an expenditure which is incurred: 
(a) to maintain the productivity or earning 
capacity of a business, or 
(b) to carry out operating activities in the 
normal course of business. 

2. Benefits It normally yields benefits during current accounting 
period. 

It normally does not yield benefits during 
current accounting period. 

3. Accounting 
Treatment 

It is debited to the Respective Asset Account. It is debited to Respective Expense Account. 

4. Examples (a) Cost of Land and Building 
(b) Cost of Plant and Machinery 
(c) Cost of Furniture & Fixtures 

(a) Depreciation on Land and Building 
(b) Rent of Machines 
(c) Repairs of Building 
(d) Insurance of Building 

 

  

3. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN CAPITAL RECEIPTS AND REVENUE RECEIPTS 
  [NOV. 1994, MAY 1996, MAY 1998] 

 Basis of Distinction Capital Receipts Revenue Receipts 

1. Meaning Capital receipts refer to those receipts which are not 
revenue in nature. 

Revenue receipts refer to those receipts which 
arise in the normal course of business. 

2. Accounting 
Treatment 

These are credited to the respective account of 
capital nature. 

These are credited to Respective Revenue 
Account which appears in the Income 
Statement. 

3. Examples (a) Sale of Land and Building by a person other 
than a dealer in real estate. 
(b) Raising of Loan by a person other than one 
engaged in the business of finance/banking. 
(c) Raising of Capital. 

(a) Sale of Land and Building by a dealer 
in real estate. 
(b) Sale of Securities by a dealer in 
securities 

 

  

4. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN DEFERRED REVENUE EXPENSES & PREPAID EXPENSES [MAY 1995] 

 Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI), defines deferred revenue expenditure as that expenditure for  

 which payment has been made or a liability incurred, but which is carried forward on the presumption  

 that it will be of benefit over a subsequent period or periods. “In short, it refers to that expenditure for  
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 that is, the time being, deferred from being charged to income. Such suspension of ‘charging off’  

 operation may be due to the nature of expenses and the benefit expected therefrom. 

 Deferred revenue expenditure should be revenue expenditure by nature in the first instance, for example,  

 advertisement. But its matching with revenue may be deferred considering the benefit to be accrued in  

 future. 

 A thin line of difference exists between deferred revenue expenses and prepaid expenses. The benefits  

 available from prepaid expenses can be precisely estimated but that is not so in case of deferred revenue  

 expenses. Heavy advertising to launch a new product is a deferred expense since the benefit from it will  

 be available over the next three to five years but one cannot say precisely how long. On the other hand,  

 insurance premium paid say, for the year ending 30th June 2018, when the accounting year ends on  

 31st March 2018, will be an example of prepaid expense to the extent of premium relating to three  

 months period, i.e., from 1st April 2018 to 30th June 2018. Thus, the insurance protection will be  

 available precisely for three months after the close of the year and the amount of the premium to be  

 carried forward can be calculated exactly. 

 Deferred expenses are considered fictitious assets but prepaid expenses are considered as current assets. 

  

5. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN CONTINGENT LIABILITY AND OTHER LIABILITIES 

Sol Basis of Distinction Contingent Liability Other Liabilities 

1. Meaning It is an obligation which may or may not arise 
depending on the happening or non-happening 
of an uncertain future event. 

These are financial obligations of an 
enterprise other than owners’ equity. 

2. Disclosure It is disclosed by way of foot note to the 
Balance Sheet. 

These are disclosed on the liabilities side 
of the Balance Sheet. 

3. Example 1. Bills discounted but not yet matured 
2. Arrears of dividend on Cum-Pref- Shares 

1. Creditors for Goods 
2. Outstanding Expenses 
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6. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN PROVISION AND CONTINGENT LIABILITY 

Sol Basis of Distinction Provision Contingent Liability 

1. Meaning Provision is a present liability of uncertain 
amount, which can be measured reliably by 
using a substantial degree of estimation.. 

It is an obligation which may or may not 
arise depending on the happening or non-
happening of an uncertain future event. 

2. Recognition 
criteria 

A provision meets the recognition criteria. A contingent liability fails to meet the 
same. 

3. Conditions for 
Recognition 

Provision is recognised when (a) an 
enterprise has a present obligation arising 
from past events; an outflow of resources 
emobodying economic benefits is probable, 
and (b) a reliable estimate can be made of 
the amount of the obligation. 

Contingent liability includes present 
obligations that do not meet the 
recognition criteria because either it is not 
probable that settlement of those 
obligatioins will require outflow of economic 
benefits, or the amount cannot be reliably 
estimated. 

 

 EXAMPLE TO UNDERSTAND THE DISTINGUISH BETWEEN PROVISIONS AND CONTINGENT 
LIABILITIES. 

 The GST officer imposes a penalty on X Ltd. for violation of a provision in the GST Act. The company  

 files an appeal. If the management of the company estimates that it is probable that the company will  

 have to pay the penalty, it recognises a provision for the liability. On the other hand, if the  

 management anticipates that the judgement of the appellate authority will be in its favour and it is less  

 likely that the company will have to pay the penalty, it will disclose the obligation as a contingent  

 liability instead of recognising a provision for the same. 

  

7. DISTINCTION BETWEEN FUNDAMENTAL ACCOUNTING ASSUMPTIONS AND ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

 The Fundamental accounting assumptions differ from Accounting policies in the following respects: 

 Basis of 
Distinction 

Fundamental Accounting Assumptions Accounting Policies 
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1. Number There are only three fundamental accounting 
assumptions viz. Going Concern, Consistency and 
Accrual. 

There in no single list of accounting policies which are 
applied in all circumstances. As a result, there may be 
different accounting policies adopted by different 
enterprises. 

2. Disclosure if 
followed 

No disclosure is required if all the fundamental 
assumptions have been followed. 

Disclosure is required if a particular accounting policy 
has been followed 

3. Disclosure if 
not followed 

In case the fundamental assumptions are not 
followed; the fact has to be disclosed in the 
financial statements together with the reasons. 

In case, the policy is changed in subsequent year, the 
reasons for such change and the resulting financial 
consequences have to be disclosed. 

4. Choice There is no choice. The firm has a choice to select a particular policy 
 

  

8. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN PERSONAL ACCOUNTS AND IMPERSONAL ACCOUNTS. 
  [NOV. 1997, NOV. 1999, NOV. 2002] 

 Types of Accounts Meaning Examples 

(a) Personal Accounts These accounts relate to natural persons, 
artificial persons and representative persons. 

Natural-Ram's A/c Artificial-Ram & Co.’s etc 
Representative-Outstanding 
Salary A/c, Prepaid Insurance 

(b) Impersonal Accounts 
(i) Real Accounts 

These accounts relate to the tangible or 
intangible real assets. 

Tangible-Land A/c Intangible-Goodwill A/c 

(ii) Nominal Accounts These accounts relate to losses, profit & gains. Expenses-Purchases A/c Loss-Loss by fire A/c 
Profits & Gains-Sales A/c, Discount Received 
A/c 

 

  

9. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN JOURNAL AND LEDGER [NOV. 2001] 

 Journal differs from the Ledger in the following respects: 

 Basis of Distinction Journal Ledger 

1. Nature of Book It is book of original or prime entry. It is book of final or secondary entry. 

2. Basis for Preparation It is prepared on the basis of source 
documents of transactions. 

It is prepared on the basis of journal. 

3. Stage of Recording Recording in the journal is the first stage. Recording in the ledger is the second stage. 
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4. Object It is prepared to record all transactions in 
chronological order. 

It is prepared to know the net 
effect of various transactions affecting a 
particular account. 

5. Format In Journal, there are five column 
1. Date 
2. Particulars 
3. Ledger Folio 
4. Debit Amount 
5. Credit Amount 

In ledger, there are identical four column on 
debit side and credit side. 
1. Date 
2. Particulars 
3. Folio 
4. Amount 

6. Balancing Journal is not balanced. All ledger accounts (except nominal account) 
are balanced in the ledger. 

7. Narration Narration is written for each entry. No narration is given. 

8. Name of the Process of 
recording entries 

The process of recording in journal is called 
Journalising. 

The process of recording in the ledger is 
called Posting. 

9. Basis for 
Preparation of Final Accounts 

Journal directly does not serve as basis for 
the preparation of final accounts. 

Ledger serves the basis for the 
preparations of final accounts. 

 

  

10. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN BOOKS OF ORIGINAL ENTRY AND LEDGER 

 Books of Original Entry and Ledger can be distinguished as follows: 

 Basis of Distinction Books of Original Entry Ledger 

1. Nature of Book There are books of original or prime entry. This is a book of final or secondary entry. 

2. Basis for Preparation These books are prepared on the basis of 
source documents. 

This book is prepared on the basis of books of 
original entry. 

3. Stage of Recording Recording of entries in these books is the 
first stage. 

Recording of entries in the ledger is the 
second stage. 

4. Net effect of various 
transactions 

These books do not help to know the net 
effect of the various transactions affecting a 
particular account. 

A ledger helps to know the net effect of the 
various transactions affecting a particular 
account. 

5. Format In the Journal, there is one column for 
particulars and two columns for amounts - 
one for debit and another for credit. Special 
journals (except Cash Book) have only one 
column of amount. 

In the ledger, there are two divided sides 
having identical columns. The left side is 
known as debit and the right side is known as 
credit. 

6. Balancing In the books of original entry (except Cash 
Book) balancing is not done. 

In the ledger, all the accounts (except nominal 
accounts) are balanced. 
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7. Next stage of accounting 
process 

From the books of original entry, entries are 
transferred to the ledger. 

From the ledger, first the trial balance is 
drawn and then financial statements are 
prepared. 

8. Name of the process of 
recording entries 

The process of recording entries in these 
books is called ‘journalising’. 

The process of recording entries in the ledger 
is called ‘posting’. 

 

  

11. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN TRADE DISCOUNT AND CASH DISCOUNT 
  [JUNE 1993, NOV. 2002] 

 Basis of Distinction Trade Discount Cash Discount 

1. Meaning It is a reduction granted by a supplier from the 
List Price of goods or services on business 
considerations (such as quantity bought, trade 
practices, etc.,) other than for prompt payment. 

A reduction granted by a supplier from the 
Invoice Price in consideration of immediate 
payment or payment within a credit period 
allowed. 

2. Purpose It is allowed to promote the sales or as a trade 
practices. 

It is allowed to encourage the prompt 
payment. 

3. Time when allowed It is allowed on purchase of goods. It is allowed on immediate 
payment or payment within a specified 
period. 

4. Disclosure in the 
Invoice 

It is shown by way of deduction in the invoice 
itself. 

It is not shown in the invoice. 

5. Ledger Account Trade Discount Account is not opened in the 
ledger. 

Cash Discount Account is opened in the 
ledger. 

6. Variation It may vary with the quantity purchased. It may vary with the period within which 
the payment is made. 

 

  

12. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN COMMISSION AND DISCOUNT. 
  [May 1995, May 1997, May 1998, Nov. 2000, Nov. 2002] 

 Commission The term ‘commission’ may be defined as remuneration of an employee or agent relating to  

 services performed in connection with sales, purchases, collections or other types of business  

 transactions and usually based on a percentage of the amounts involved. The various examples of  

 commission include the following: 
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 (a) Commission to selling or buying agents. 

 (b) Commission to brokers and bankers for services rendered. 

 (c) Commission to property dealers for assistance in renting out properties or for services in connection  

 with purchase/sale of properties. 

 (d) Commission to export-import agents in foreign trade. 

 Commission earned is accounted for as an income in the books of the beneficiary and Commission  

 allowed is accounted for as expenses or deferred revenue expenditure in the books of the party availing  

 of such facility. 

 Discount The term ‘discount’ is used to express one of the following situations: 

 (a) An allowance given for the settlement of a debt before it is due, that is, cash discount. 

 (b) An allowance given to the wholesalers or bulk buyers on the list price or retail price, known as 
trade  

 discount. 

 (c) The excess of par or face value of shares or debentures over the amount paid by subscriber, that is,  

 discount on issue of shares or debentures. 

 (d) The amount charged by a bank on discounting of a bill of exchange. 

 Discount earned is accounted for as an income in the books of the beneficiary and discount allowed is  

 accounted for as expenses or deferred revenue expenditure in the books of the party availing of such  

 facility. 

  

13. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN IMPREST AND NON-IMPREST SYSTEM OF PETTY CASH. 

 Meaning of Imprest or Float: ‘lmprest’ or ‘Float’ is the amount which the main cashier hands over to  

 the petty cashier in order to meet the petty cash expenses of a given period. 
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 Petty Cash book may be maintained on imprest system on non-imprest system. 

 (a) Imprest System of Petty Cash—Under imprest system. The Chief Cashier makes the  

 reimbursement of the amount spent by the Petty Cashier and the Petty Cashier again has the same  

 amount of petty cash at the end as in the beginning. 

 (b) Non-imprest System of Petty Cash—Under non-imprest system, the Chief Cashier may hand  

 over the cash to the Petty Cashier equal to/more than/less than the amount spent by the petty cashier.  

 The Petty cashier may or may not have the same closing balance of petty cash as opening balance 

  

Ques. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN DEBIT NOTE AND CREDIT NOTE. 

 Basis of Distinction Debit Note Credit Note 

1. Who prepares? It is prepared by Purchaser. It is prepared by Seller. 

2. Contents (a) Date of return 
(b) Name of supplier to who returned 
(c) Details of goods returned 
(d) Reasons for returning goods 

(a) Date of return 
(b) Name of Customer who returned 
(c) Details of goods returned 
(d) Reason for returning goods 

3. Source Document It is used as source document for recording in 
Purchase Return Book. 

It is used as source document for recording in 
Sales Return Book. 

4. Why Prepared? It is prepared to debit supplier’s account. It is prepared to give credit to customer. 
 

  

 DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SALES DAY BOOK AND SALES ACCOUNT. [NOV. 2001] 

 Basis of Distinction Sales Day Book Sales Account 

1. Nature It is a book of original entry. It is opened in the books of secondary 
entry i.e. ledger. 

2. Basis for preparation It is prepared on the basis of sales invoices 
raised. 

It is prepared on the basis of Sales Day 
Book (for Credit Sales) and Cash Book 
(for Cash Sales) 

3. Nature of transactions recorded It records only the credit sales of goods in 
which the enterprise deals in. 

It contains the effect of both Cash 
Sales and Credit Sales. 
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 DISTINGUISH BETWEEN BANK STATEMENT AND BANK RECONCILIATION STATEMENT 

 Bank Statement differs from the Bank Reconciliation Statement in the following respects: 
Basis of Distinction Bank Statement/Pass Book Bank Reconciliation Statement 

1. Who prepares It is prepared by the Bank. It is prepared by the bank Customer i.e., 
account holder. 

2. Object It is prepared to inform the customer about 
all transactions which have taken place during 
the period covered by the Statement. 

It is prepared to reconcile the bank balance as 
per cash book with the bank balance shown by 
the Bank Statement. 

3. Timing When Prepared It is prepared for a particular period. It is prepared on a particular date. 

4. Necessity It is compulsory for the bank to prepare it. It is not compulsory. 

5. Contents It shows — 
(a) Dates of Transactions 
(b) Particulars of Transactions 
(c) Withdrawals 
(d) Deposits 
(e) Balances 

It shows — 
(a) Causes of disagreement & 
(b) Amount thereof 

6. Starting Amount It starts with the balance as per customer’s 
account in bank ledger. 

It may start with bank balance as per cash 
book or Bank Statement. 

7. Final Result It shows the balance in customer’s account as 
per bank ledger at the end of the period. 

It may show the bank balance as per cash book 
or Bank Statement at the end of period. 

 

  

17. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN ERROR OF PRINCIPLE AND CLERICAL ERRORS.             [JUNE 1994] 

 Error of Principle 

 Meaning: This error arises when the transaction is recorded ignoring the distinction between the capital  

 item and revenue item. In other words, this error involves an incorrect allocation of expenditure or  

 receipt between Capital and Revenue. The correct allocation between Capital and Revenue is of  

 paramount importance because any incorrect allocation would disturb the final results as disclosed by  

 the Financial Statements. 

 Effect: It may lead to under/over stating of Incomes or Expenses of Assets or Liabilities. This error  
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 does not affect the trial balance. 

 Example: Freight paid for bringing a new machinery is debited to Freight A/c Effect 

 1. Effect on Revenve Expenditure (i.e., Freight) – Overstated 

 2. Effect on Capital Expenditure (i.e., Cost of Machinery) – Understated 

 3. Effect on Depreciation on Machinery – Undercharged 

 4. Effect on Net Profit - Understated by the Net Effect (i.e., the difference between the amount of  

 Freight and amount of Depreciation). 

 Note: The costs incurred on the acquisition, installation and commissioning of a fixed asset up to the  

 point the fixed asset is ready for use represent capital expenditures. 

  

 Clerical Errors 

 Meaning—Clerical errors refer to those errors which arise because of mistakes committed in the ordinary  

 course of the accounting work. Type—There are three types of clerical errors as follows: 

 1. Error of Omission  

(a) Error of Complete 
Omission 

This error arises when any transaction is not recorded in the books of original entry at all or, the 
transaction is recorded in General Journal (or Journal Proper) but is not posted in the ledger at all. 
This error does not affect the trial balance 

(b) Error of Partial 
Ommission 

An Error of Omission other than an Error of Complete Omission is called an Error of Partial 
Omission. This error affects the trial balance.. 

2. Error of Commission This error arises due to wrong recording, wrong casting, wrong carry forward, wrong posting, wrong 
balancing etc., Errors of commission may be classified as follows. 
1. Error of Recording 2. Error of Casting 3. Error of Carring Forward 4. Error of Posting 
This error may or may not affect the trial balance.. 

3. Compensating 
Errors 

These errors arise when two or more errors are committed in such a way that the net effect of 
these errors on the debits and credits of accounts involved is nil. In other words, compensating 
errors refer to such a group of errors wherein the effect of one error is compensated by the effect 
of other error or errors. These errors do not affect the agreement of the trial balance but may 
or may not affect the figure of net profit. 
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18. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN FIFO AND LIFO METHOD OF VALUATION OF INVENTORY 
  [JUNE 1994, NOV. 1998] 

 FIFO Method of Valuation of inventory differs from LIFO Method in the following respects: 
Basis of Distinction FIFO LIFO 

1. Basic 
Assumption 

Goods received first are issued first. Goods received last are issued first. 

2. Cost of Goods Sold Cost of goods sold represents cost of earlier 
purchases. 

Cost of goods sold represents cost of recent 
purchases. 

3. Ending Inventory Ending inventory represents cost of recent 
purchases. 

Ending inventory represents cost of earlier 
purchases. 

4. In case of Rising prices Higher income is reported since old costs 
(which are lower than current costs) are 
matched with current revenue. As a result, 
income tax liability is increased. 

Lower income is reported since current costs 
(which are higher than the old costs) are 
matched with current revenue. As result, 
income tax liability is reduced. 

5. Distortion in Balance 
Sheet 

Balance Sheet shows the ending inventory at a 
value nearer the current market price. 

Balance Sheet is distorted because ending 
inventory is understated at old costs. 

 

  

19. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN FIFO AND WEIGHTED AVERAGE METHOD OF STOCK VALUATION.[MAY 2002] 

 FIFO 

 1. Basic Assumption—Goods received first are issued first. 

 2. Cost of Goods Sold—Cost of goods sold represents cost of earlier purchases. 

 3. Ending Inventory—Ending inventory represents cost of recent pur-chases. 

 4. In case of Rising prices—Higher income is reported since old costs (which are lower than current  

 costs) are matched with current revenue. As a result, in-come tax liability is increased.\ 

 5. Distortion in Balance Sheet—Balance Sheet shows the ending inventory at a value nearer the current 

 market price. 

 WEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE METHOD 

 The Weighted Average Price Method is based on the assumption that each issue of goods consists of a  
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 due proportion of the earlier lots and is valued at the weighted average price. Weighted average price is x 

 due proportion of the earlier lots and is valued at the weighted average price. Weighted average price is  

 calculated by dividing the total cost of goods in stock by the total quantity of goods in stock. This  

 weighted average price is used for pricing all the issues until a new lot is received when a new weighted  

 average price would be calculated. This method evens out the effect of widely varying prices of different  

 lots which make up the stock. 

  

20. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN PERIODIC INVENTORY SYSTEM AND PERPETUAL INVENTORY SYSTEM 

 Periodic Inventory System differs from Perpetual Inventory System in the following respects: 
Basis of Distinction Periodic Inventory System Perpetual Inventory System 

1. Basis of Ascertaining Inventory Inventory is ascertained by taking an 
actual physical count 

Inventory is ascertained on the basis of 
records. 

2. Calculation of Inventory Inventory is directly calculated by applying 
the method of valuation of inventories. 

Inventory is calculated as a residual figure 
as under: Closing Inventory = Opening 
Inventory + Purchases - Cost of Goods 
Sold 

3. Calculation of cost of goods 
sold 

Cost of Goods Sold is calculated as a 
residual figure as under: 

Cost of Goods Sold is directly calculated by 
applying the method of valuation of 
inventories. Cost of Goods Sold = Opening 
Inventory + Purchases - Closing Inventory 

4. Lost Goods lost goods (if any). Cost of Goods sold includes (if any). Inventory includes lost goods 

5. Closing Down of work for Stock 
taking 

It requires closing down of work for stock 
taking. 

It does not require closing down of work 
for Stock taking. 

6. Continuous Stock stock 
checking. 

It does not facilitate the Checking It facilitates the continuous continuous 
stock checking. 

7. Simplicity and cost It is simple and inexpensive. It is elaborate and expensive. 
 

  

21. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN STRAIGHT LINE METHOD & WRITTEN DOWN VALUE METHOD 
  [JUNE 1993, MAY 2002] 

 Straight Line Method differs from Written Down Value Method in the following respects: 
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Basis of Distinction Straight Line Method Written Down Value Method 

1. Basic of Calculation Depreciation is calculated at a fixed percentage 
on the original cost. 

Depreciation is calculated at a fixed percentage on 
original cost (in first year) and on written down 
value (in subsequent years). 

2. Amount of 
Depreciation 

The amount of depreciation remains constant. The amount of depreciation goes on decreasing. 

3. Total Charge (i.e., 
depreciation plus repairs 
and renewals) 

Total charge in later years is more as 
compared to that in earlier years since the 
amount of repairs and renewals goes on 
increasing as the asset grows older, whereas 
the amount of depreciation remains constant 
year after year. 

Total charge remains almost uniform year after 
year, since in earlier years the amount of 
depreciation is more and the amount of repairs 
and renewals is less whereas in later years, the 
amount of depreciation is less and the amount of 
repairs & renewals is more. 

 

4. Book Value The book value of the asset becomes zero or 
equal to its scrap value. 

The book value of the asset does not become 
zero. 

5. Suitability This method is suitable for those assets in 
relation to which (a) repair charges are less 
(b) the possibility of obsolescence is less. 

This method is suitable for those assets in relation 
to which (a) the amount of repairs & renewals 
goes on increasing as the asset grows older and 
(b) the possibilities of obsolescence are more. 

6. Calculation Easy or 
Difficult 

It is easy to calculate the rate of 
depreciation. 

It is difficult to calculate the rate of 
depreciation. 

 

  

22. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN REVENUE AND CAPITAL RESERVE 

 Revenue reserve refers to the amounts which are free for distribution by way of dividend. Capital reserve  

 refers to the amounts which are not free for distribution by way of dividend. 

  

23. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN PROVISION AND RESERVE.               [NOV. 1996, NOV. 2000, NOV. 2002] 

 Provision can be distinguished from a Reserve as follows: 
Basis of Distinction Provision Reserve 

1. Purpose It is created for a particular purpose 
and can only be used for that particular purpose. 

It need not necessarily be created for a 
particular purpose, e.g., General reserve is not 
for any particular purpose. 
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2. Charge Vs. 
Appropriation 

It is a charge against the profit and is required 
to be created irrespective of the amount of 
profit. 

it is an appropriation out of 
profit and can be created only if profits have 
been earned. 

3. Disclosure in Income 
Statement 

It is shown on the debit side of P & LA/c. It is shown on the debit side of P & L 
Appropriation A/c. 

4. Disclosure in Balance 
Sheet 

Usually a provision is shown by way of 
deduction from the amount of the items for 
which the it is created, e.g. Provision for 
Doubtful Debts. 

Reserve is shown as a separate item under the 
head Reserves and Surplus on the liabilities 
side of the Balance Sheet. 

5. Investment outside the 
business 

There is no question of investment of the 
amount of provisions. 

The amount of a reserve can be invested 
outside the business. 

6. Utilisation for 
Dividends 

It cannot be utilised for distribution by way of 
dividends. 

It can be utilised for distribution by way of 
dividends. 

7. Legal Necessity It is made mainly because of legal necessity. It is a matter of financial prudence. 
 

  

24. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN A BILL OF EXCHANGE AND A PROMISSORY NOTE. 
  [NOV. 1994, MAY 1995, NOV. 1997, NOV. 1999, NOV. 2000] 

 A Bill of Exchange can be distinguished from a Promissory Note as follows. 
Basis of Distinction Bill of Exchange Promissory Note 

1. No. of Parties There are three parties—Drawer, Drawee and 
Payee and Payee. 

There are two parties—Maker and Payee. 

2. Promise/order It contains an unconditional order given by a 
Creditor to a Debtor. 

It contains an unconditional promise given by 
a debtor to a creditor. 

3. Nature of Liability The liability of the drawer is secondary and 
conditional. 

The liability of the maker is primary and 
absolute. 

4. Acceptance It requires an acceptance to become a 
valuable instrument. 

It does not require any acceptance since it is 
a valuable instrument right from the beginning. 

5. Same identity of payer 
and payee 

The drawer and payee may be the same 
person. 

The maker and payee cannot be the same 
person. 

6. Payable to bearer It can be payable to the bearer. It cannot be payable to bearer. It cannot be 
drawn as payable to bearer on demand. 

7. Protest for Dishonour It requires the protesting for dishonour. It does not require any protesting. 

8. Notice of Dishonour Notice of dishonour must be given to all 
persons (including drawer) liable to pay. 

Such notice is not required to be given to the 
maker. 
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25. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN TRADE BILLS AND ACCOMMODATION BILLS.                    [MAY 2006] 

 Basis of Distinction Trade Bills Accommodation Bills 

1. Purpose These bills are drawn to settle a business 
transaction. 

These bills are drawn to meet the financial 
needs of the drawer/ drawee/both temporarily. 

2. Consideration These bills are accepted for a consideration. These bill are accepted without any 
consideration. 

3. Role These bills act as an evidence of indebtedness. These bills act as a source of finance. 

4. Sharing of Proceeds of 
the Bill 

On discounting of such bills, proceeds remain 
with the holder. 

On discounting of such bills, proceeds may be 
shared by drawer and drawee in an agree ratio. 

5. Recovery in case of 
dishonour 

On dishonour of such bills, drawer can file a 
suit against the drawee, because drawee is 
liable to drawer. 

On dishonour of such bill, drawer cannot file 
suit against the drawee because drawee is not 
liable to drawer. 

 

  

26. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN CONSIGNMENT AND SALE.    [NOV. 1994, NOV. 1997, MAY 2002] 

 Consignment differs from Sale in the following respects: 
Basis of Distinction Consignment Sale 

1. Nature of Relationship The relation between the Consignor and the 
consignee is that of principle and agent. 

The relation between the seller and the 
buyer is that of creditor and debtor. 

2. Ownership and possession 
of goods 

Only the possession and not 
the ownership is transferred to the consignee. 

Both the possession and ownership are 
transferred. 

3. Risk of goods Risk remains with the Consignor because 
ownership remains with the Consignor. 

Risk remains with the buyer since 
ownership remains with him. 

4. Proforma Invoice/ lnvoice Consignor prepares only a proforma invoice. Seller prepares a sales invoice. 

5. Subject matter of dealing Only movable properly may be its subject 
matter. 

Any property may be its 
subject matter. 

6. Who bears expenses Expenses incurred by consignee are borne by 
Consignor. 

Expenses incurred after sale by buyer are 
borne by him and not by seller. 

7. Profit/Loss belongs to Profit/Loss on sale of belongs to Consignor. After the sale is complete, the profit/loss 
belongs to buyer. 

8. Return of Goods Goods are returnable if they are not sold by the 
consignee. 

Goods once sold are not returnable. 

9. Account Sales Account Sales has to be 
submitted by the consignee to the Consignor 
from time to time. 

No Account Sale is required to be 
submitted by the Buyer to the Seller. 
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10. Treatment of Unsold 
Goods 

Unsold goods with the Consignee is be treated 
as stock of the Consignor. 

The seller has nothing to do with the 
goods which could not be resold. Unsold 
Goods with the buyer is treated as Stock of 
the Buyer. 

 

  

27. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN ORDINARY COMMISSION AND DEL-GREDERE COMMISSION 

 Basis of Distinction Ordinary Commission Del credere Commission 

1. When allowed? It is allowed to all the consignees for all 
the consignments for selling goods. 

It is allowed to the consignee only when he 
undertakes the risk of bad debts arising out of 
credit sales. 

2. Guarantee In return of this commission, consignee 
guarantees only the proceeds of cash sales 

In return of this commission, consignee guarantees 
the proceeds of cash sales and credit sales. 

3. How to Calculate? It is calculated at an agreed rate on the 
total sales. 

It is calculated at an agreed rate either on total 
sales (if no agreement) or credit sales (if 
agreement provides). 

 

  

28. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN NORMAL LOSS AND ABNORMAL LOSS IN CONSIGNMENT. [NOV. 2002] 

 Normal loss differs from Abnormal loss in the following respects: 
Basis of Distinction Normal Loss Abnormal Loss 

1. Avoidable vs. Unavoidable It is an unavoidable loss. It is an avoidable loss. 

2. Causes It is caused due to the inherent feature of the 
goods e.g. evaporation, normal leakage/ spoilage. 

It is usuallly cause by fire, theft, abnormal 
spoilage/pilferage etc. 

3. Part of Cost It is treated as a part of cost. It is not treated as a part of cost. 

4. Valuation Its value is not calculated separately. Its value is calculated in the same manner as 
value of unsold stock. 

5. Treatment Its value is adjusted by inflating the cost per 
unit as under. Effective cost per unit = 

Its value is credited to the consignment 
Account in order to calculate the normal 
profit/ loss on consignment. 

6. Journal Entry No journal entry is passed to account for such 
loss. 

The following journal entry is passed to 
account for such a loss: 
P&L A/c [irrecovered loss] Dr.  
Insurance Co. Dr. [Clain admitted] 
To Consignment A/c [Total Loss] 
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31. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN ORDER OF LIQUIDITY AND ORDER OF PERMANENCE 

 Basis of Distinction Order of Liquidity Order of Permanence 

1. Order of Assets The assets are arranged in the order of their 
liquidity, i.e., the most liquid asset (e.g., Cash-in-
hand), is shown first. The least liquid asset (e.g., 
Goodwill) is shown last. The least liquid asset does 
not mean an asset which cannot be encashed. 

The assets are arranged in the order of their 
permanence i.e., the least liquid asset (e.g., 
Goodwill) is shown first and the most liquid 
asset (e.g., Cash-in-hand) is shown last. 

2. Order of Liabilities The liabilities are arranged in the order of their 
urgency of payment, i.e., the most urgent payment 
to be made (e.g., Short-term creditors) is shown 
first. The least urgent payment to be made (e.g., 
Longterm creditors) is shown last. 

The liabilities are arranged in the order of their 
permanence i.e., the least urgent payment to be 
made (e.g., Owners) is shown first and the 
most urgent payment to be made (e.g., Short-
term creditors) is shown last. 

3. Users Usually, the banking and financial companies, sole 
proprietorship and the partnership concerns prepare 
their balance sheets in the order of liquidity. 

The company as defined under the Companies 
Act, 1956 is required to prepare the balance 
sheet in order of permanence. 

 

  

32. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN TRADING & PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT & BALANCE SHEET[NOV. 1994] 

 The Trading and Profit and Loss Account can be distinguished from the Balance Sheet as follows: 
Basis of Distinction Trading and Profit & Loss A/c Balance Sheet 

1. Need for Preparation The Trading and Profit & Loss A/c is prepared to 
ascertain the Financial Performance during an 
accounting period. 

The Balance Sheet is prepared to ascertain 
the Financial Position of an enterprise at a 
particular time. 

2. Contents The balances of all the ledger accounts of revenue 
nature are shown in the Trading and Profit& Loss 
A/c. 

The balances of only those ledger accounts 
which still remain open even after the 
preparation of Trading and Profit & Loss A/c, 
are shown in the Balance Sheet. 

3. Format (a) The Trading & Profit & Loss A/c is a ledger 
account. 
(b) It has debit side and a credit side. 
(c) It is closed by transferring its balance to 
the Capital Account. 

(a) The Balance Sheet is only a statement 
& not an account. 
(b) It has no debit side and credit side. 
(c) The headings of the two sides are 
‘Liabilities’ and ‘Assets’. 

 

  

33. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN A TRIAL BALANCE AND A BALANCE SHEET 
  [MAY 1995, MAY 1997, MAY 1998, MAY 2002] 
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 A Trial Balance can be distinguished from a Balance Sheet as follows: 
Basis of Distinction Trial Balance Balance Sheet 

1. Need for Preparation It is prepared to check the arithmetical 
accuracy  

It is prepared to ascertain the Financial Position 
of an enterprise at a particular point of time. 

2. Contents All the ledger accounts are shown in the 
Trial Balance. 

The balances of only those ledger accounts 
which still remain open even after the 
preparation of Trading & Profit & Loss Account 
are shown in the Balance Sheet. 

3. Format The headings of the two columns are ‘debit 
balances’ and ‘credit balances’ (in case of 
a Trial Balance by Balance Method). 

The headings of the two sides are ‘Liabilities’ 
and 'Assets’. 

4. Closing Stock Generally, the Closing Stock does not appear 
in the Trial Balance whereas the opening 
stock appears. 

In a Balance Sheet, only the Closing Stock 
appears on the Assets side as a Current Assets. 

5. Items of Adjustments 
(e.g., Outstanding 
Expenses, Prepaid Exp., 
Accrued Income etc.) 

It can be prepared without incorporating the 
items of adjustments. 

It cannot be prepared without incorporating the 
items of adjustments. 

6. Net Profit /Net Loss Information about net Profit/Net loss is not 
provided in a Trial Balance. 

Information about net Profit/Net Loss is 
provided. 

7. Periodicity It can be prepared periodically (say) at the 
end of a month/ quarter/half-year. 

It is generally prepared at the end of an 
accounting period. 

8. Can the preparation be 
dispensed with? 

Its preparation can be dispensed with. Its preparation cannot be dispensed with. 

 

  

34. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN FIXED CAPITAL METHOD AND FLUCTUATING CAPITAL METHOD.  
  [NOV. 1995, NOV. 2004] 

 Fixed Capital method and Fluctuating Capital method in partnership accounts can be distinguished as 
follows: 

Basis of Distinction Fixed Capital Method Fluctuating Capital Method 

1. Change in Capital The capital normally remains unchanged 
except under special circumstances. 

The capital fluctuates quite frequently from 
period to period. 

2. No. of Accounts maintained Two accounts are maintained for each 
partner viz. (a) Fixed Capital Account, (b) 
Current Account. 

Only one account (viz., Capital Account) is 
maintained for each year. 
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3. Adjustments for drawings 
etc. 

All adjustments for drawings, interest on 
drawings, interest on capital, salary, share of 
profit/loss are made in Current Account. 

All adjustments for drawings, interest on 
capital, salary, share of profit/loss are made 
in Capital Account. 

4. Can Capital 
Account show a negative 
balance? 

Fixed Capital Account can never show a 
negative balance. 

Fluctuating Capital Account can show a 
negative balance. 

 

  

35. DISTINCTION BETWEEN AVERAGE PROFITS & SUPER PROFITS 

 Basis of Distinction Average Profit Super Profit 

1. Meaning Average Profit is the average of the profit of 
past few years. 

Super Profit is the excess of Average 
Profits over Normal Profits. 

2. Whether Average Capital 
Employed considered for 
calculation 

Average Capita! Employed is not considered 
while calculating Average Profits. 

Average Capital Employed is considered 
while calculating Super profits. 

3. Whether Normal Rate of 
Return considered for 
calculation? 

Normal Rate of Return is not considered while 
calculating Average Profits. 

Normal Rate of Return is Considered while 
calculating Average Profits. 

4. Relevance while Valuing 
Super Goodwill 

Average Profit is relevant for Average Profits 
Method, Super Profits Method and 
Capitalization Methods of valuation of 
Goodwill. 

Super profits is relevant for Profits Method 
and Capitalization of Super Profits 
Method of valuation of Goodwill. 

 

  

36. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN PERSONAL GUARANTEE AND FIRM GUARANTEE . 

 Personal 
Guarantee 

When guarantee is given by one or some or all of the partners in a ratio different from existing profit 
sharing ratio, such guarantee is said to be personal guarantee. 

Firm Guarantee When guarantee is given by all the partners in an existing profit sharing ratio, such guarantee is said to be 
firm guarantee. 

 

  

37. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SACRIFICING RATIO AND GAINING RATIO 

 Sacrificing Ratio and Gaining Ratio can be distinguished as follows: 
Basis of Distinction Sacrificing Ratio Gaining Ratio 
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1. Meaning It is the ratio in which the old partners have 
agreed to sacrifice their shares in profit in favour 
of new partner. 

It is the ratio in which the continuing partners 
acquire the outgoing (retired or deceased) 
partners share. 

2. Purpose It is calculated to determine the amount of 
compensation to be paid by the incoming partner 
to the sacrificing partners. 

It is calculated to determine the amount of 
compensation to be paid by each of the 
continuing partners to the outgoing partner. 

3. How to calculate? It is calculated by taking out the difference 
between Old Share and New Share. 

It is calculated by taking out the difference 
between New Share and Old Share. 

4. When to calculate? It is calculated at the time of admission of a new 
partner and change in profit sharing ratio. 

It is calculated at the time of retirement or 
death of a partner and change in profit sharing 
ratio. 

 

  

38. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN EXISTING PARTNERSHIP AND LLP. 

 Basis of Distinction Partnership LLP 

Regulating Law It is governed by ‘The Indian Partnership 
Act, 1932’ 

It is governed by ‘The Limited Liability 
Partnership Act, 2008’ 

Registration Registration is optional. Registration is compulsory. 

Creation It is created by agreement. It is created by Law. 

Separate Legal Entity It has no separate legal entity. It has separate legal entity. 

Name of Entity It can have any name as per choice. Its Name to contain ‘Limited Liability 
Partnership’ or ‘LLP’ as suffix. 

Perpetual Succession It does not have perpetual succession. The 
death, insolvency or unsoundness of its 
members may affect its existence. 

It has perpetual succession. The death, 
insolvency or unsoundness of its members 
does not affect its existence. Members 
may come and go but LLP goes forever. 

Can Foreign National become 
partner? 

Foreign National cannot become a partner in 
a Partnership Firm in India. 

Foreign National can become a Partner in 
a LLP. 

Number of Members Minimum 2 and Maximum 10 for Banking 
business & 20 for non- Banking business. 

Minimum 2 but their is no limit on 
maximum number of partners. 

Liability of Partners Liability of Partner is unlimited. Partners are 
severally and jointly liable for actions of 
other partners and the firm and liability 
extend to their personal assets. 

Liability of Partner is limited, to the 
extent their contribution towards LLP, 
except in case of intentional fraud or 
wrongful act of omission or commission by 
the partner. 
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Mutual Agency Partners are agents of the firm and other 
partners. 

Partners act as agents of LLP and not of 
other partners. 

Designated Partner It need not have Designated Partners. It must have at least 2 two individuals as 
Designated Partners, of whom at least one 
must be resident in India. Each Designated 
Partner is required to have a DPIN before 
appointment. 

Digital Signature There is no requirement of obtaining Digital 
Signature 

Atleast one Designated Partner must have 
Digital Signatures since e forms are filled 
electronically. 

Whistle Blowing No such provision is provided under The 
Indian Partnership Act, 1932 

Provision has been made 
to provide protection to employees & 
partners, providing useful information 
during an investigation or convicting any 
partner or firm. 

Admission of Minor Minor can be admitted to the 
benefits of Partnership as per its Agreement. 

Minor can not be admitted to 
the benefits of LLP. 

Liability of Partners for Legal 
Compliance 

All Partners are liable for Legal Compliance. Only Designated Partners are 
liable for Legal Compliance. 

 

  

39. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN COMPANY AND LLP 

 Basis of Distinction Company LLP 

Prevailing Law It is governed by ‘The Companies Act, 2013’ It is governed by ‘The Limited Liability 
Partnership Act, 2008’ 

Motive It can be formed for Profit or Service motive. It can be formed only for Profit motive. 

Cost of Formation Minimum Statutory fee for incorporation of 
Private Company is Rs. 6,000 and that of 
Public Company is Rs. 19,000. 

Minimum cost of Formation of LLP is Rs. 800 
only, comparatively much lesser than the cost 
of formation of Company. 

Charter Document Memorandum of Association 
is the charter of the company which defines its 
scope of operations. 

LLP Agreement is a charter of the LLP which 
denotes its scope of operations. 

Common Seal It must have its own common seal (i.e. Official 
Signature). 

It may have its own common seal (i.e. 
Official Signature) as per its Agreement. 
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Formalities of 
Incorporation 

1. Memorandum & Articles of Association 
2. Various e Forms 
3. Prescribed Fee. 
required to be filled with Registrar of Companies. 

1. LLP Agreement 
2. Various e Forms 
3. Prescribed Fee. 
required to be filled with Registrar of LLP. 

Number of Members Private Company : Minimum 2 members & 
maximum 200 members. Public Company: 
Minimum 7 members but their is no limit on 
maximum number of partners. 

Minimum 2 but their is no limit on maximum 
number of partners. 

Liability of Partners/ 
Members 

Generally limited to the amount required to be 
paid up on each share. 

Liability of Partner is Limited, to the extent 
their contribution 
towards LLP, except in case of intentional 
fraud or wrongful act of omission or 
commission by the partner. 

Transfer of Share/ 
Partnership rights in case 
of death 

Shares are transmitted to the legal heirs. Legal heirs will not become partners. The 
legal heirs have the right to get the refund of 
the capital contribution + Share in 
Accumulated Profits, if any. 

Filing of Annual 
Statement of Solvency 

Annual Statement of Solvency 
is not required to be filed with 
the Registrar of Companies every year. 

Annual Statement of Solvency is required to 
be filed with the Registrar of LLP every year. 

Audit of Accounts Companies are required to get their accounts 
audited annually as per the provisions of the 
Companies Act, 1956. 

An LLP is required to get their accounts 
audited annually as per the provisions of LLP 
Act 2008 if its turnover exceeds Rs. 40 Lacs 
or its capital contribution exceeds Rs. 25 
Lacs in any financial year. 

Whistle Blowing No such provision is provided under the 
Companies Act, 1956. 

Provision has been made to provide protection 
to employees & partners, providing useful 
information during an investigation or 
convicting any partner or firm. 

 

  

40. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN A PROFIT SEEKING ORGANISATION AND A NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANISATION 

 A Profit seeking Organisation may be distinguished from a Not-for-Profit Organisation as under: 
Basis of Distinction Profit seeking organisation Not-for-profit organization. 

1. Primary Motive The primary motive of such an entity is to 
earn profit. 

The primary motive of such an entity is to 
provide services. 
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2. Owner’s Fund Vs. Capital 
Fund 

Interest of owners is known as Owner’s Fund 
which represents the owner’s investments 
plus accumulated reserves and surplus. 

Interest of members is known as Capital 
Fund which represents the accumulated 
surplus of subscriptions, donations and net 
Income from activities carried on by such an 
entity. 

3. Net Result of activities The net result of the activities of such an 
entity is known as the profit/loss. 

The net result of the activities of such an 
entity is known as the surplus/deficit. 

4. Accounting Statements The accounting statements of such type of 
entity include: 
(a) a Manufacturing A/c 
(b) a Trading A/c; 
(c) a Profit and Loss A/c; 
(d) a Balance Sheet. 

The accounting statements of such an entity 
includes: 
(a) a Receipts and Payments A/c; 
(b) an Income and Expenditure A/c 
(c) a Trading A/c; 
(d) a Balance Sheet. 

 

  

41. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT AND INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
ACCOUNT [NOV. 2002, MAY 2005] 

 A ‘Receipt & Payment Account’ and ‘Income & Expenditure Account’ can be distinguished as follows: 
Basis of Distinction Receipts & Payments A/c Income & Expenditure A/c 

1. Nature of Account It is a real account. It is a nominal account. 

2. Period to which items relate It records the receipts and payments 
whether they relate to previous, current or 
following accounting periods. 

It records only those incomes, expenses and 
losses which relate to current accounting 
period. 

3. Nature of items recorded—
Revenue Vs. Capital. 

It records all the receipts and payments 
whether of capital or revenue nature. 

It records the incomes, expenditures and 
losses of revenue nature. 

4. Non-cash Items Non-cash items are not shown in this 
account. 

Non-cash items such as depreciation, bad 
debts, etc., are shown. 

5. Items of Debit side It is debited with all the sums received. It is debited with the expenses and losses. 

6. Items of Credit side It is credited with all the sums paid out. It is credited with the incomes. 

7. Closing balance Closing balance represents cash or bank 
balance (or bank overdraft) at the end of 
the accounting period. 

Its closing balance represents either net 
surplus or net deficit. 

8. Treatment of closing balance Its closing balance is carried forward in the 
same account of the next period. 

Its closing balance is transferred to the 
Capital Fund in the Balance Sheet. 
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9. Opening balance Opening balance represents cash or bank 
balances (or Bank Overdraft) in the 
beginning of the accounting period. 

It has no opening balance. 

10. Basic Structure It is basically a summarised Cash Book. It is like a Profit & Loss Account. 

11. Object It is prepared to present a summary of cash 
transactions during an accounting period. 

It is prepared to ascertain the net results of 
all the transactions during an accounting 
period. 

 

  

42. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT AND PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 

 Income & Expenditure Account differs from Profit & Loss Account in the following respects: 
Basis of Distinction Income & Expenditure A/c Profit & Loss A/c 

1. Object The main object of Income and Expenditure 
Account is to ascertain excess of income over 
expenditure or excess of expenditure over 
income. 

The main object of Profit and Loss Account 
is to ascertain Net Profit or Net Loss. 

2. Who prepares? This account is prepared by Non- Profit 
Organisations. 

This account is prepared by Trading 
Institutions. 

3. Basis of Preparation This account is prepared on the basis of Receipts 
and Payments Account and other information. 

This account is prepared on the basis of 
Trial Balance. 

4. Balance The balance of this account represents Surplus or 
Deficit 

The balance of this account represents Net 
Profit or Net Loss. 

 

  

43. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN RESERVE CAPITAL AND CAPITAL RESERVE 

 Reserve Capital should not be confused with Capital Reserve which is created out of profits. Reserve 
Capital and Capital Reserve can be distinguished as follows: 

Basis of Distinction Reserve Capital Capital Reserve 

1. Meaning It refers to those portion of uncalled share capital 
which shall not be capable of being called up 
except in the event and for the purpose of the 
company being wound up. (Sec. 65) 

It refers to those amounts which are not 
regarded as free for distribution by way 
of divided through Profit and Loss 
Account. 

2. Mandatory or Not It is not mandatory to create Reserve Capital. It is mandatory to create Capital Reserve 
in case of profit on forfeited shares. 
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3. Disclosure in Balance 
Sheet 

It is not disclosed in the company’s Balance 
Sheet. 

It is required to be disclosed as the 1 st 
item under the head ‘Reserves and 
Surplus’ on the liabilities side of the 
Balance Sheet. 

4. Time when it can be used It can be used during only at the time of 
winding up. 

It can be used during the life of the 
company. 

5. Realised vs. Unrealised It refers to the amount which has neither been 
called up nor been received. 

It (excluding items like revaluation profit) 
refers to that amount which has already 
been realised. 

6. Can it be used to write 
off capital losses? 

It cannot be used to write off capital losses. It can be used to write off capital losses. 

7. Can it be used to declare 
share bonus? 

It cannot be used to declare a share bonus. It (excluding items like revaluation profit) 
can be used to declare a share bonus. 

 

  

44. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN AN EQUITY SHARE AND PREFERENCE SHARE 

 An Equity Share and Preference Share can be distinguished as follows:— 
Basis of Distinction An Equity Share A Preference Share 

1. Preferential right as to the 
payment of dividend 

Payment of equity dividend is made after the 
payment of preference dividend. 

Payment of preference dividend is made 
before the payment of equity dividend. 

2. Preferential right as to the 
repayment of capital 

Repayment of Equity share capital is made 
after the repayment of preference share 
capital. 

Repayment of preference share capital is 
made before the repayment of equity 
share capital. 

3. Fluctuations in the rate of 
dividend 

The rate of equity dividend may vary from 
year to year depending upon the decision of 
directors and members. 

The rate of preference dividend is fixed. 

4. Arrears of dividend In case of an equity share, arrears of dividend 
cannot accumulate in any case. 

In case of a preference share, arrears of 
dividend may accumulate. 

5. Convertibility It cannot be convertible. It may be convertible. 

6. Voting Rights Equity shareholders generally enjoy voting 
rights. 

Preference shareholders do not have any 
voting rights except at their class 
meetings. 

7. Redeemability It is not redeemable during the life time of 
the company unless the company decides to 
buyback the shares. 

It is redeemable during the life time of 
the company. 
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45. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN CALLS-IN-ARREARS & CALLS-IN-ADVANCE 

 Calls-in-arrears differ from Calls-in-advance in the following respects: 
Basis of Distinction Calls-in-arrears Calls-in-advance 

1. Meaning It refers to the Called up amount not yet received 
from some shareholders till the last day fixed for 
payment thereof. 

It refers to the Uncalled up amount 
received in advance from some shareholders. 

2. Authority under 
Articles 

There is no question of any authority under 
Articles. 

A company may accept Calls- in-advance 
only if Articles permit. 

3. Interest Interest is charged on Calls-in- arrears. Interest is allowed on Calls-in- advance. 

4. Maximum Rate of 
Interest 

The maximum rate of interest as per Table F is 
10% p.a. 

The maximum rate of interest as per Table 
F is 12% p.a. 

5. Disclosure The amount of Calls-in-arrears is shown in the 
Notes to Accounts ‘Share Capital’ to the Balance 
Sheet. 

The amount of Calls-in- advance is shown 
under the head ‘Current Liabilities’ and 
sub-head ‘Other Current Liabilities’. 

 

  

46. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN A SHARE AND A DEBENTURE 

 A Share and A Debenture can be distinguished as follows: 
Basis of Distinction A Share A Debenture 

1. Capital vs. Loan Share is a part of owned capital. Debenture constitutes a loan. 

2. Reward for Investment Reward is the payment of dividend. Reward is the payment of interest. 

3. Fluctuations in the rate 
of interest and dividend 

The rate of dividend may vary from year to 
year depending upon the profit decisions of 
directors and members. 

The rate of interest is fixed except in case 
of Debentures carrying Floating Rate of 
Interest. 

4. Charge vs. Appropriation Payment of dividend is an appropriation out of 
profit and this cannot be made if there is not 
profit. 

Payment of interest is a charge against 
profits and is to be made even if there is no 
profit. 

5. Priority as to payment of 
interest/dividend 

Payment of dividend gets no priority over the 
payment of interest. 

Payment of interest gets priority 
over the payment of dividend. 

6. Priority as to repayment 
of principal during winding 
up 

Payment of share capital is made after the 
repayment of debentures. 

Payment of debentures is made before the 
payment of share capital. 

7. Secured by charge Shares are not secured by any 
charge. 

Non-Convertible Debentures redeemable on 
or after 18 months are secured by a charge. 
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8. Restriction on issue 
discount 

Sec. 53 prohibits the issue of shares at 
discount. 

No restriction is imposed on the issue of 
debentures at discount. 

9. Voting rights Shareholders generally enjoy voting rights. Debenture-holders do not have any voting 
rights (except at their class-meetings). 

10. Convertibility Equity shares can never be convertible. Debentures can be convertible. 

11. Trust Deed Trust Deed is required to be executed. Debenture Trust Deed is required to be 
executed. 

 

  

48. WRITE A SHORT NOTE ON QUALITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS. [NOV. 2003] 

 The qualitative characteristics are attributes that improve the usefulness of information provided in  

 financial statements. The framework suggests that the financial statements should observe and  

 maintain the following four qualitative characteristics as far as possible : 

 1. Understandability The financial statements should present information in a manner as to be readily 
understandable by the users with reasonable knowledge of business and economic activities. 
It is not right to think that more one discloses better it is. A mass of irrelevant 
information creates confusion and can be even more harmful than non-disclosure. No 
relevant information can be however withheld on the grounds of complexity. 

2. Relevance The financial statements should contain relevant information only. Information, which is 
likely to influence the economic decisions by the users, is said to be relevant. Such 
information may help the users to evaluate past, present or future events or may help in 
confirming or correcting past evaluations. The relevance of a piece of information should be 
judged by its materiality. A piece of information is said to be material if its omission or 
misstatement can influence economic decisions of a user. 

3. Reliability To be useful, the information must be reliable; that is to say, they must be free from 
material error and bias. The information provided are not likely to be reliable unless: 
(a) Transactions and events reported are faithfully represented. 
(b) Transactions and events are reported in terms of their substance and economic reality 
not merely on the basis of their legal form. This principle is called the principle of 
‘substance over form’. 
(c) The reporting of transactions and events are neutral, i.e. free from bias. 
(d) Prudence is exercised in reporting uncertain outcome of transactions or events. 

4.Comparability Comparison of financial statements is one of the most frequently used and most effective 
tools of financial analysis. The financial statements should permit both inter-firm and 
intra-firm comparison. One essential requirement of comparability is disclosure of financial 
effect of change in accounting policies. 
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51. DISTINCTION BETWEEN A COMPANY’S BALANCE SHEET & FIRM’S BALANCE SHEET 

 A company’s Balance Sheet differs from a firm’s Balance Sheet in the following respects: 

 1. A Company’s Balance Sheet is prepared in the order of permanence whereas a partnership firm’s  

 Balance Sheet is usually prepared in the order of liquidity. 

 2. For company’s Balance Sheet, there is vertical form prescribed under the Companies Act, 2013  

 whereas, there is no standard form prescribed under The Indian Partnership Act, 1932 for a partnership  

 firm’s Balance Sheet. 

 3. In case of a company's Balance Sheet, previous year’s figures are required to be given whereas it is  

 not so in the case of a partnership firm’s Balance Sheet. 
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 INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded 

 without valid reason): 

1. Capital + Long Term Liabilities = Fixed Assets + Current Assets + Cash - Current Liabilities.[Dec. 1993] 

2. Capital is all assets less fictitious assets. [May 2001] 

3. Transactions and events are guided by generally accepted accounting principles subject to laws of land. 

4. Accounting can be viewed as an information system which has its input processing methods and  

 outputs.                                                                                   [May 2003] 

5. Equity + LTL - CL = FA + CA [May 2003] 

6. Accounting involves communication. [Nov. 2003] 

7. Capital is equal to assets less external liabilities. [Nov. 2004] 

8. As per AS - 1, Fundamental Accounting Assumptions are Going Concern, Full Disclosure and Accrual. 

9. Qualitative Characteristics cf Financial Statements are - Understanding, Relevance, Reliability and 

 Materiality 

10. Major considerations governing the selection and application of accounting policies are Prudence,  

 Substance over Form and Full Disclosure. 

11. Valuation Principles are - Historical Cost Base, Current Cost Base, Realizable Value Base and Future  

 Value Base 

12. Accounting is the process of identifying, measuring and communicating economic information to permit  

C
H

 -
1
2

  

 TRUE & FALSE  
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 informed judgements and decisions by the external users of accounts. 

13. A person who owes money to the firm is a creditor. 

14. A person to whom the firm owes money is a debtor. 

15. Furniture purchased by Rama Motors is a current asse 

16. Furniture purchased by Rama Furniture is a fixed asset. 

17. A transaction which increases the capital is called Income'. 

18. Amount owed to outsiders (other than proprietor) is called capital. 

19. An increase in assets is always due to profits. 

20. Profit/Loss = Closing Capital + Additional Capital - Drawings - Opening Capital. 

Sol:  S. No. Reason 
1. False: The right hand side of the equation includes cash twice-once as a part of current assets and another 

separately. The basic accounting equation is: 
Capital + Long Term Liabilities = Fixed Assets + Current Assets - Current Liabilities. 

2. False: Capital is all assets less fictitious assets less outside liabilities. 
3. True: Transactions and events are guided by generally accepted accounting principles subject to laws of land. For 

example, the Companies Act has prescribed the format of financial statements of companies. All transactions 
with suppliers and customers are governed by The Contract Act, The Sale of Goods Act and The Negotiable 
Instruments Act, etc. 

4. True: Accounting is a process of identifying, measuring and communicating economic information to permit 
informed judgements and decisions by the users of accounts. 
Here, Input = Financial transactions 
Processing Methods = Recording, Classifying, Summarizing, Analysing and Interpreting Output = Communicating 
the accounting information to the users 

5. False: The basic accounting equation is: Equity + LTL = FA + CA - CL 

6. True: Accounting is the process of identifying, measuring and communicating economic informations to permit 
informed judgements and decisions by the users of accounts. Hence, accounting involves communication. 

7. True: Capital is equal to all assets (whether tangible or intangible but not fictitious) less external liabilities. 

8. False: As per AS - 1, Fundamental Accounting Assumptions are Going Concern, Consistency and Accrual 

9. False: Qualitative Characteristics of Financial Statements are - Understanding, Relevance, Reliability and 
Comparability. 

10. False: Major considerations governing the selection and application of accounting policies are Prudence, 
Substance over Form and Materiality. 
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11. False: Valuation Principles are - Historical Cost Base, Current Cost Base, Realizable Value Base and Present 
Value Base. 

12. False: Accounting is the process of identifying, measuring and communicating economic information to permit 
informed judgements and decisions by the all users of accounts. 

13. False: A person who owes money to the firm is a debtor. 

14. False: A person to whom the firm owes money is a creditor. 

15. False: Furniture purchased by Rama Motors is a fixed asset. 

16. False: Furniture purchased by Rama Furniture is a current asset. 

17. False: A transaction which increases the capital need not necessarily be Income'. It may be additional capital 
contribution. 

18. False: Amount owed to outsiders (other than proprietor) is called External Liability. 

19. False: An increase in assets is not necessarily due to profits. It may be due to purchase of assets. 

20. False: Profit/Loss = Opening Capital + Additional Capital - Drawings - Closing Capital. 
 

  

 ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1. Prudence is a concept to recognise unrealized profits and not losses. [June 1993] 

2. In accounting, all business transactions are recorded as having dual aspect.  [Nov. 1996] 

3. Accrual concept implies accounting on cash basis.  [May 1998, Nov. 2001 and May 2004] 

4. Revenues are matched with expenses in accordance with the matching principle.  [May 2003] 

5. The financial statement must disclose all the relevant and reliable information in accordance with the  

 full disclosure principle. [May 2003] 

6. The economic life of an enterprise is artificially split into periodic intervals in accordance with the going  

 concern assumptions. [Nov. 2003] 

7. Accounting principle is general rule followed in preparation of financial statements.  [Nov. 2004] 

8. As per the concept of conservatism, the accountant should provide for all possible losses, but should not  
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 anticipate income. [Nov. 2005] 

9. The Assets are classified as Current Assets and Fixed Assets as per Full Disclosure Principle. 

10. The Assets and Incomes are not overstated and the Liabilities and Losses are not understated as per  

 Accrual Principle. 

11. Accounting of a small calculator as an Expense and not as an Asset is as per Going Concern Principle. 

12. The Accounting Data should be definite, verifiable and free from personal-bias as per Materiality  

 Principle. 

13. Materiality Principle is an exception to Consistency Principle. 

14. Valuation of Inventory at Lower of Cost or Net Realizable Value (NRV), making Provision for Doubtful  

 Debts and Discount on Debtors are the applications of Consistency Principle. 

15. Disclosure is required if Fundamental Assumptions are followed. 

16. Disclosure is required if a particular Accounting Policy is followed. 

17. Prudence Principle is an exception to Full Disclosure Principle. 

18. Change in Accounting Estimate has to be given Retrospective Effect. 

19. Personal transactions are distinguished from business transactions in accordance with the Money  

 Measurement Assumption. 

20. When stock is valued at cost in one accounting period and at lower of Cost and net realisable value in  

 another accounting period Consistency Principle conflicts with the Prudence Principle. 

21. Accrual means recognition of revenue as it is earned and of costs as they are paid. 

22. Going Concern Concept fixes up the time frame for which the performance is to be measured and  

 financial position is to be appraised. 

23. According to Matching Principle, Periodic Profit = All Revenues - All expenses. 

24. According to Accounting Standard (AS-1), the fundamental accounting assumptions are Going Concern,  
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 Conservatism and Accrual. 

25. Prudence is the inclusion of a degree of caution in the exercise of judgement needed in making the  

 estimates required under condition of uncertainity so that assets and income are not understated, and  

 loss and liabilities are not overstated. 

26. X purchased goods for Rs. 20,000 and sold 9/10th of the goods for Rs. 24,000 and met expenses of Rs.  

 2,000. He counted net profit as Rs. 2,000 (i.e. Rs. 24,000 - Rs. 20,000 - Rs. 2,000). He has violated  

 the Cost Concept. 

27. X Ltd purchased a machine for Rs. 1,00,000 on 1.1.2018. The market price of the machine was Rs.  

 1,20,000 on 31.12.2018. The accountant of X Ltd values machine for Rs. 1,20,000 while finalising the  

 accounts. He has violated the Realisation Concept. 

28. X purchased merchandise worth Rs. 24,000 and sold 11/12 of the merchandise. The market value of the  

 remaining merchandise was Rs. 1,920. He valued the closing stock at Rs. 2,000. He has violated the  

 Realisation Concept. 

29. Prudence is a concept to recognise realised losses and not profits 

30.  Prudence is a concept to recognise all losses and not profits. 

 ANSWERS: 

 S. No. Reason 

1. False: Prudence is a concept to recognize unrealized losses and not profits. 

2. True: Being associated with the double entry system of book keeping every transaction has a two-fold effect in 
accounting whereby one account is debited and another is credited by the same amount. 

3. False: Accrual concept implies accounting on ‘accrual’ basis. Accrual basis of accounting involves recognition of 
revenues and costs as and when they accrue irrespective of actual receipts or payments. 

4. False: Expenses are matched with revenues in accordance with the matching principle. Concept of matching requires 
accrual and periodicity concepts as accrued revenues are matched with accrued expenses of a definite accounting 
period. 

5. True: The financial statement must disclose all the relevant and reliable information in accordance with AS-1 
Disclosure of Accounting Policies. 
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6. True: The economic life of an enterprise is artificially split into periodic intervals in accordance with the accounting 
period assumption or the periodicity concept. The going concern assumption assumes that an enterprise will continue 
in operation for indefinite period of time. 

7. True: Accounting principles may be defined as those rule of action, which are adopted by the accountants universally 
while recording accounting transactions. 

8. True: The financial position of a business should not be shown better than what it is. Hence an accountant should 
not anticipate income but should provide for all possible losses. 

9. False: The Assets are classified as Current Assets and Fixed Assets as per Going Concern Principle. 

10. False: The Assets and Incomes are not overstated and the Liabilities and Losses are not understated as per Prudence 
Principle. 

11. False: Accounting of a small calculator as an Expense and not as an Asset is as per Materiality Principle. 
12. False: The Accounting Data should be definite, verifiable and free from personal-bias as per Objectivity Principle. 
13. False: Materiality Principle is an exception to Full Disclosure Principle. 

14. False: Valuation of Inventory at Lower of Cost or Net Realizable Value (NRV), making Provision for Doubtful Debts 
and Discount on Debtors are the applications of Prudence Principle. 

15. False: No disclosure is required if Fundamental Assumptions are followed. 

16. False: Disclosure is required if a particular Accounting Policy is followed. 

17. False: Prudence Principle is an exception to Consistency Principle. 

18. False: Change in Accounting Estimate has not to be given Retrospective Effect. 

19. False: Personal transactions are distinguished from business transactions in accordance with the Accounting Entity 
Assumption. 

20. False: When stock is valued at cost in one accounting period and at lower of Cost and net realisable value in another 
accounting period Prudence Principle conflicts with the Consistency Principle 

21. False: Accrual means recognition of revenue as it is earned and of costs as they are incurred. 

22. False: Accounting Period Concept fixes up the time frame for which the performance is to be measured and financial 
position is to be appraised. 

23. False: According to Matching Principle, Periodic Profit = All Accrued Revenues - All Accrued expenses 
24. False: According to Accounting Standard (AS-1), the fundamental accounting assumptions are Going Concern, 

Consistency and Accrual 
25. False: Prudence is the inclusion of a degree of caution in the exercise of judgement needed in making the estimates 

required under condition of uncertainly so that assets and income are not overstated, and loss and liabilities are not 
understated. 

26. False: X purchased goods for Rs. 20,000 and sold 9/10th of the goods for Rs. 24,000 and met expenses of Rs. 2,000. 
He counted net profit as Rs. 2,000 (i.e. Rs. 24,000 - Rs. 20,000 - Rs. 2,000). He has violated the Matching Concept. 

27. False: X Ltd purchased a machine for Rs. 1,00,000 on 1.1.2018. The market price of the machine was Rs. 1,20,000 on 
31.12.2018. The accountant of X Ltd values machine for Rs. 1,20,000 while finalising the accounts. He has violated 
the Cost Concept. 
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28. False: X purchased merchandise worth Rs. 24,000 and sold 11/12 of the merchandise The market value of the 
remaining merchandise was Rs. 1,920. He valued the closing stock at Rs. 2,000. He has violated the Prudence 
Concept. 

29. False: Prudence is a concept to recognise unrealised losses and not profits. 

30. False: Prudence is a concept to recognise all unrealised losses and not profits. 
 

  

 JOURNALISING, POSTING AND BALANCING 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 The sales day book is a part of the ledger. [Nov. 1994, Nov. 2001 and May 2004] 

2 Sale of office furniture should be credited to Sales Account. [Nov.1995, Nov.1997, Nov.2001 & May 2004] 

3 When we buy furniture on cash we debit Cash Account. [June 1993] 

4 Patent right is in the nature of nominal account. [Nov. 1995, Nov. 2001 and of May 2004] 

5 Outstanding expenditure is a nominal account. [Nov. 1999] 

6 The debts written off as bad, if recovered subsequently are credited to Debtors Account. 

 [Nov 1996 and May 2002] 

7 Wages paid for erection of machinery are debited to Profit and Loss Account. 

 [Nov. 1995, Nov. 2000 and May 2002] 

8 The return of goods by a customer should be debited to Return Outward Account. [Nov. 2003] 

9 The balance of an account is always known by the side which is shorter. [Nov. 2003] 

10 Nominal accounts are balanced at the end of the accounting year. [May 1999] 

11 The allowance made for prompt payment is called trade discount. [June 1994] 

12 The allowance made for prompt payment is called trade discount. [June 1994] 

13 Goods costing Rs. 600 taken by the proprietor for personal use should be credited to Sales Account. 
[May 2005] 
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14 Rent paid account is a Nominal Account whereas, rent received account is a Real Account. [May 2005] 

15 Where subsidiary books are maintained journal is not required. [May 2005] 

16 Fixed Assets + Current Assets - External Liabilities = Capital + Creditors 

17 Reserve for Discount on Creditors has a credit balance. 

18 Normally Personal and Nominal accounts are balanced and not Real Accounts. 

19 Real and Personal Accounts are closed at the end of accounting period. 

20 The return of goods to a suppliers should be credited to Return Inward Account 

21 Prepaid Expense is a Nominal Account. 

22 The allowance made for promoting sales is called cash discount. 

23 When trade discount is allowed to a customer, trade discount allowed is credited. 

24 Goods costing Rs. 600 distributed as free samples should be credited to Sales Account. 

25 The recovery of debts (due from Mohan Rs. 10,000) written off in the previous year should be credited  

 to Mohan's Account. 

26 Debit means an increase in liability and a decrease in an asset. 

27 Credit means an increase in asset and a decrease in a liability. 

28 Credit means an increase in asset and a decrease in a liability. 

29 Ledger is a book of original entry. 

30 L.F. (i.e. Ledger Folio column) in the journal is filled at the time of journalising 

31 The words ‘To Balance b/d' or By Balance b/d are recorded in the particulars column at the time of  

 balancing. 

32 A sale of goods to Ram for cash should be debited to Ram. 

33 A withdrawl of cash from business by the proprietor should be credited to Drawing Account. 

34 Goods were sold to Ram for Rs. 1,000 on 1.4.2018. On 1.5.2018, Ram paid Rs. 950 on account. Ram's  
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 Account should be credited with Rs. 1,000. 

35 Ram paid Rs. 900 towards a debt of Rs. 950 which was written off as bad in the previous year. Ram's  

 Account should be credited with Rs. 950. 

36 Goods worth Rs. 100 taken by the proprietor for personal use should be credited to Sales Account 

37 In case of debit balance. The words To Balance c/d’ are written on credit side 

38 While posting an opening entry in the ledger, in case of an Account having debit balance,the words To  

 Balance b/d' are written on credit side and in case of an Account having credit balance the words ‘By  

 Balance b/d’ are written on debit side 

Sol : S. No. Reason 

1. False: The sales day book is a book of prime entry and hence it is a part of journal. 
2. False: Sale of office furniture should be credited to Furniture Account because it is a capital receipt. 

3. False: When we buy the furniture on cash the furniture account is debited and cash account is credited. 
4. False: Patent-right being an intangible asset is in the nature of real account. 

5. False: Outstanding expenditure is a personal account of representative nature 
because it represents a liability due to some person. 

6. False: The debts written off as bad, if recovered subsequently, shall be treated as gain and be credited to Bad 
Debts Recovered Account which is closed by transferring it to the Profit and Loss Account. 

7. False: Such wages being capital expenditure should be debited to the machinery account. 

8. False: The return of goods by a customer should be debited to Returns Inward Account. 

9. False: The balance of an account is always known by the side which is higher. 

10. False: Nominal accounts are not balanced but are closed by transferring their balances to the Income 
Statement. 

11. False: The allowance made for prompt payment is called cash discount. 

12. False: Bank Account is a Personal Account 

13. False: Goods taken by the proprietor for personal use should be credited to Purchases Account. 
14. False: Rent paid and rent received—both are nominal accounts as they relate with expenses and incomes. 
15. False: Journal is required even where subsidiary books are maintained. Opening and closing entries, rectification 

entries, transfer and adjusting entries and other miscellaneous entries are recorded in the journal. 
16. False: Fixed Assets + Current Assets + Fictitious Assets = Capital + External Liabilities Creditors also included in 

the External Liabilities. 
17. False: Reserve for Discount on Creditors has a debit balance. 
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18. False: Normally Personal and Real accounts are balanced and not Nominal Accounts. 

19. False: Real and Personal Accounts are balanced and not closed at the end of accounting period. 

20. False: The return of goods to a suppliers should be credited to Return Outward Account. 
21. False: Prepaid Expense is a personal Account of representative nature because it represents an asset due from 

some person. 
22. False: The allowance made for promoting sales is called trade discount. 

23. False: When trade discount is allowed to a customer, trade discount allowed is not recorded at all. 

24. False: Goods costing Rs. 600 distributed as free samples should be credited to Purchases Account. 

25. False: The recovery of debts (due from Mohan Rs. 10,000) written off in the previous year should be credited to 
Bad Debts Recovered Account. 

26. False: Debit means a decrease in liability and an increase in an asset. 

27. False: Credit means in a decrease asset and an increase in a liability. 

28. False: Journal is a book of original entry. 

29. False: Ledger is a book of secondary entry. 

30. False: L.F. (i.e. Ledger Folio column) in the journal is filled at the time of posting. 

31. False: The words To Balance c/d’ or By Balance c/d are recorded in the particulars column at the time of 
balancing. 

32. False: A sale of goods to Ram for cash should be debited to Cash. 

33. False: A withdrawl of cash from business by the proprietor should be credited to Cash Account. 

34. False: Goods were sold to Ram for Rs. 1,000 on 1.4.2018. On 1.5.2018, Ram paid Rs. 950 on account. Ram’s 
Account should be credited with Rs. 950. 

35. False: Ram paid Rs. 900 towards a debt of Rs. 950 which was written off as bad in the previous year. Bad Debt 
Recovered Account should be credited with Rs. 900. 

36. False: Goods worth Rs. 100 taken by the proprietor for personal use should be credited to Puchases Account 
37. False: In case of debit balance. The words ‘To Balance b/d’ are written on debit side 

38. False: While posting an opening entry in the ledger, In case of debit balance,the words To Balance b/f are written 
on debit side and In case of credit balance the words ‘By Balance b/f are written on credit side 

 

  

 CASH BOOK 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 The balance in the Petty Cash Book represents expense. [Dec. 1993, May 1999, May 2005] 
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2 The balance in the Petty Cash Book represents expense. [Dec. 1993, May 1999, May 2005] 

3 Bank column of the cash book will show only a debit balance. [Nov. 2002] 

4 Cash column of a Cash Book may show a debit or credit balance 

5 In a Cash Book, Discount Columns may show either debit balance or credit balance. 

 [May 1997 and May 2000] 

6 If a cheque received is further endorsed, it must be entered on both sides of the cash book. [Nov. 03] 

7 A crossed cheque is always payable across the bank counter. [Nov. 2002] 

8 Cash Book is a special Journal and not a Ledger. 

9 In a Cash Book, Trade Discount received is recorded on the debit side of Cash Book and Trade Discount  

 allowed is recorded on the credit side of Cash Book. 

10 In a Cash Book, Cash Discount received is recorded on the debit side of Cash Book and Cash Discount  

 allowed is recorded on the credit side of Cash Book. 

11 When a firm maintain a Three-column Cash Book, it need not maintain Cash Account, Bank Account  

 and Discount A/c in the Ledger. 

12 If a debit as well as credit aspects of a transaction are recorded in the Cash Book itself, it is called a  

 double Entry. 

13 The allowance made for prompt payment is called Trade Discount. 

14 The total of Discount column on debit side of Cash Book is posted to the Credit of Discount Account 

 S. No. Reason 

1. False: The balance in the Petty Cash Book represents unspent petty cash balance lying with the Petty Cashier. 
It is shown on the asset side of the Balance Sheet under the heading ‘Cash & Bank Balances’. 

2. False: The balance in the cash book shows cash in hand. 

3. False: Bank column of the cash book may show credit balance in case of bank overdraft. 

4. False: Cash Column of a cash book always shows a debit balance 
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5. False: Discount Columns of a Cash Book are merely totalled but never balanced. Debit total of discount column 
represents discount allowed and that of credit side represents discount received. These are merely totalled and 
transferred to Discount Allowed and Discount Received Account respectively. 

6. True: The cash book is debited when the cheque is received and it is credited when it is endorsed in favour of 
somebody. 

7. False: Only a bearer cheque is payable across the bank counter. 

8. False: Cash Book is both special Journal and Ledger. 

9. False: In a Cash Book, Cash Discount is recorded and not the Trade Discount. 

10. False: In a Cash Book, Cash Discount received is recorded on the credit side of Cash Book and Cash Discount 
allowed is recorded on the debit side of Cash Book. 

11. False: When a firm maintain a Three-column Cash Book, it need not maintain Cash Account and Bank Account. 
Discount A/cs are maintained in the Ledger 

12. False: If a debit as well as credit aspects of a transaction are recorded in the Cash Book itself, it is called a 
contra Entry 

13. False: The allowance made for prompt payment is called Cash Discount. 

14. False: The total of Discount column on debit side of Cash Book is posted to the debit of Discount Allowed 
Account. 

 

  

 SUBSIDIARY BOOKS OTHER THAN CASH BOOK 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 Purchase book records all purchases of goods. [Nov. 1996] 

2 The purchase day book is a part of the ledger. [Nov. 2002, Nov. 2005] 

3 The Sales book is kept to record all sales. [Nov. 2002] 

4 The debit notes issued are used to prepare sales return book. [May 2003] 

5 Opening, Closing, Rectifying and Adjusting entries are recorded in journal proper.  [Nov. 2003] 

6 An individual transaction of Purchase Book is posted to the credit of Purchases A/c. 

7 Purchases A/c in the ledger shows all purchases. 

8 The Credit Notes are used to prepare Purchases Returns Book. 
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9 Where Cash Book, Purchases Book, Sales Book, Purchases Returns Book, Sales Returns Book, Bill  

 Receivable Book and Bill Payable Book are maintained, Journal need not be maintained. 

10 Purchases Returns Book is used to record return of all assets purchased on credit. 

11 Sales Returns Book is used to record return of assets sold on credit. 

12 When a customer returns the goods, a debit note is sent to him. 

13 When the goods are returned to a supplier, a credit note is sent to him. 

14 Purchase of a fixed asset on credit is recorded in Purchases Book. 

15 The allowance made for prompt payment is called Trade Discount. 

16 The total of Purchases Returns Book is posted to the debit of Purchases Account. 

Sol: S. No. Reason 

1. False: Purchase book records only credit purchases of goods dealt in or of material and stores used in the factory. 
2. False: Purchase day book is a book of prime entry and hence it is a part of journal. 

3. False: The Sales book is kept to record only the credit sales of goods dealt in by the firm, Cash sales are entered 
in the cash book. 

4. False: The debit notes issued are used to prepare purchase return book. 

5. True: All the Opening, Closing, Rectifying and Adjusting entries are recorded in journal proper because these entries 
can not be recorded in any other subsidiary book. 

6. False: An individual transaction of Purchase Book is posted to the credit of Individual Supplier’s A/c. 
7. False: Purchases A/c in the ledger shows all purchases of goods (whether cash or on credit). 

8. False: The Credit Notes are used to prepare Sales Returns Book. 

9. False: Where Cash Book, Purchases Book, Sales Book, Purchases Returns Book, Sales Returns Book, Bill Receivable 
Book and Bill Payable Book are maintained, Journal is also required to be maintained for transactions which can not 
be recorded in any other subsidiary book. 

10. False: Purchases Returns Book is used to record return of goods purchased on credit. 
11. False: Sales Returns Book is used to record return of goods sold on credit. 

12. False: When a customer returns the goods, a credit note is sent to him. 

13. False: When the goods are returned to a supplier, a debit note is sent to him. 

14. False: Purchase of a fixed asset on credit is recorded in Journal Proper. 

15. False: The allowance made for prompt payment is called Cash Discount. 

16. False: The total of Purchases Returns Book is posted to the credit of Purchases Returns Account. 
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 BANK RECONCILIATION STATEMENT 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded 

 without valid reason): 

1 Bank reconciliation statement is prepared to arrive at the bank balance. 

 [Dec. 1993, May 1995, Nov. 1997, Nov. 2000, May 2002 and Nov. 2004] 

2 Interest charged by the bank will be deducted, when the overdraft as per the cash book is the 

 starting point for making the bank reconciliation statement. [Nov. 1996 and May 1997] 

3 If the balance as per cash book and pass book are the same, there is no need to prepare a reconciliation  

 statement. [May 2003] 

4 Direct collection received by the bank on behalf of its customers will increase the balance as per the  

 Bank Pass Book as compared to the balance as per the Cash Book. 

5 The interest charged by Banker to customer on overdrawn account is called Red in interest.[Nov. 2005] 

6 While preparing a BRS taking the balance as per pass book as starting point undercast of bank (debit)  

 column of Cash Book is added. 

7 While preparing a BRS taking the balance as per cash book as starting point wrong credit in pass book  

 is subtracted. 

8 Amended Cash Book is prepared by passing Rectifying Entries in respect of errors committed in Cash  

 Book and Pass Book. 

9 While preparing a BRS taking balance as per Amended Cash Book, Uncollected Cheques, Unpresented  

 Cheques and all items which appear only in Pass Book are considered. 

10. In Balance Sheet bank balance as per unamended cash book appears and not as per Pass Book. 

11 Bank Reconciliation Statement is a part of Cash Book. 
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12 Bank Reconciliation Statement is prepared by a Bank. 

13 Credit balance in Pass Book means overdraft. 

14 A debit balance of Rs. 1,000 has been brought forward as a credit balance of Rs. 100 on the next page  

 in the Pass Book. Rs. 900 should be added to the balance as per Pass Book is order to ascertain the  

 balance as per Cash Book. 

15 A Bank Reconciliation statement is prepared to reconcile the Cash Balance as per Cash Book with Bank  

 Balance as per Pass Book. 

16 The Pass Book is a copy of the Bank column of Cash Book of the account holder. 

17 When balance as per Cash Book is the starting point, unpresented cheques are subtracted. 

18 When balance as per Pass Book is the starting point, uncollected cheques are subtracted. 

19 When balance as per Pass Book is the starting point, direct deposits by customers into the bank are  

 added. 

Sol: S. No. Reason 
1. False: Bank reconciliation statement is prepared to reconcile and explain the causes of differences between bank 

balance as per cash book and the same as per bank statement as on a particular date. 
2. False: Interest charged by the bank will be added because this charge when accounted for, will increase the 

overdraft (credit balance) as shown by the cash book. 
3. False: Bank reconciliation statement is prepared to find out the causes of difference in individual items of cash 

book and pass book even if the balance as per cash book and pass book are same. 
4. True: Because unless the customer is informed and records in the cash book, the balance as per Cash Book will 

remain lower as compared to Bank Balance as per Pass Book. 
5. False: Interest changed by banker to customer on overdrawn account is called ‘interest on overdraft’ whereas 

‘red-ink interest’ is applied in account current if the due date of a bill falls after the date of costing the 
account. The red-ink interest is treated as negative interest. 

6. False: While preparing a BRS taking the balance as per pass book as starting point undercast of bank (debit) 
column of Cash Book is subtracted. 

7. False: While preparing a BRS taking the balance as per cash book as starting point wrong credit in pass book is 
added. 

8. False: Amended Cash Book is prepared by passing Rectifying Entries in respect of errors committed in Cash Book 
and by passing Adjusting Entries in respect of correct items which appear only in Pass Book. 
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9. False: While preparing a BRS taking balance as per Amended Cash Book Uncollected Cheques, Unpresented 
Cheques and Wrong Entry only in Pass Book are considered. 

10. False: In Balance Sheet bank balance as per amended cash book appears and not as per Pass Book. 

11. False: Bank Reconciliation Statement is not a part of Cash Book. 

12. False: Bank Reconciliation Statement is prepared by a Account holder. 

13. False: Credit balance in Pass Book means clear balance. 

14. False: A debit balance of Rs. 1,000 has been brought forward as a credit balance of Rs. 100 on the next page in 
the Pass Book. Rs. 1,100 should be subtracted from the balance as per Pass Book is order to ascertain the 
balance as per Cash Book. 

15. False: A Bank Reconciliation statement is prepared to reconcile the Bank Balance as per Cash Book with Bank 
Balance as per Pass Book. 

16. False: The Pass Book is a copy of the Bank Account of account holder in bank books. 

17. False: When balance as per Cash Book is the starting point, unpresented cheques are added. 

18. False: When balance as per Pass Book is the starting point, uncollected cheques are added. 

19. False: When balance as per Pass Book is the starting point, direct deposits by customers into the bank are 
subtracted. 

 

  

 TRIAL BALANCE, ERRORS AND THEIR RECTIFICATION 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 A tallied trial balance means that the books of accounts contain no errors.          Or 

 A tallied Trial balance is a conclusive proof of accuracy of books of accounts. 

2. Errors of principle will affect trial balance. [June 1993] 

3 Errors of principle involves an incorrect allocation of expenditure or receipt between capital and revenue. 

 [May 1997, May 1998, Nov. 2000 and May 2002] 

4 Any type of error affects the agreement of trial balance. [Nov. 1995] 

5 Wrong casting of subsidiary books does not affect the trial balance. [June 1994 and Nov. 2002] 

6 IF the amount is posted in the wrong account or it is written on the wrong side of an account, it is  

 called an error of commission. [Dec. 1993 and May 1999] 
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7 Under or over-casting of a subsidiary book is an example of error of commission.  [Nov. 2004] 

8 Purchase of office furniture has been debited to general expenses account. It is a compensating error. 

 [May 1996] 

9 A tallied trial balance will not reveal compensating errors and errors on account of wrong balancing. 

 [May 1995, May 1998 and May 2001] 

10 Error of carry-forward of totals of purchase journal affects two accounts. [Nov. 1996] 

11 Travelling expenses of Rs. 80,000 paid to a technician for the installation of a new machine is debited  

 to a profit and loss account. [May 2000] 

12 Errors of complete omission will be located, if trial balance is prepared. [Nov. 2002] 

13 Rectification of mistakes is necessary to tally the trial balance. [June 1993, Nov. 1994, May 2005] 

14 Rectifying errors in subsequent accounting period always affects the profit or loss of that period.  

 [Nov. 2004] 

15. Salary paid to Ram will be debited to Ram’s Personal account. [Nov. 2005] 

16 A trial balance will reveal all errors of commission . 

17 A trial balance will reveal all errors of posting. 

18 The object of opening Suspense Account is to avoid the delay in preparation of Trial Balance. 

19 The balance of Suspense A/c represents the net effect of all errors whether detected or not. 

20 After the preparation of financial statements, Profit & Loss Adjustment Account is used to rectify all  

 errors involving Real & Personal A/cs in the subsequent year so as not to affect the Profit / Loss of  

 that period. 

21 The preparation of a Trial Balance helps in locating errors of complete omission. 

22 Freight Inward Account shows a debit balance but a Freight Outward Account shows a credit balance. 

23 Errors of recording in the books of original entry will affect the Trial Balance. 
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24 Correct recording in the Journal Proper but not posted in the ledger at all will affect the Trial Balance. 

25 Trial Balance is prepared for a particular period which may be a week, month, quarter, half year or year. 

26 When some of the errors affecting the Trial Balance are located and rectified, the Suspense Account  

 automatically stands balanced. 

27 The difference in the Trial Balance is transferred on the debit side of the Suspense Account if the total  

 of debit column of the Trial Balance exceeds that of credit column. 

28 Trial Balance is prepared after preparing the Profit & Loss Account. 

Sol: S. No. Reason 
1. False: Agreement of trial balance is not an absolute proof of the accuracy, because there may be some errors like 

errors of principle, compensating errors etc. which do not affect the agreement of trial balance. 
2. False: Errors of principle will not affect trial balance because both the aspects (debit & credit) of a transaction 

are recorded. Error of Principle involves incorrect allocation of payments/receipts between capital and revenue. 
3. True: Recording the transaction in a fundamentally incorrect manner in contravention of accounting principles is 

an error of principle. 
4. False: Every error does not affect the agreement of trial balance. For example: Errors of Principle, compensating 

errors do not affect the agreement of trial balance. 
5. False: Wrong casting of subsidiary books affects the trial balance. For example, if Purchase Book is undercast by 

Rs. 1,000, the total of debit column will be lower by Rs. 1,000. 

6. True: Errors of commission includes errors on account of wrong posting, wrong balancing of an account, wrong 
carry forward, wrong casting etc., whether of subsidiary books or any other books. 

7. True: Errors of commission includes errors on account of wrong posting wrong balancing of an account, wrong 
carry forward, wrong casting etc., whether of subsidiary books or any other books. 

8. False: It is an error of principle because an item of capital nature has been treated as an item of revenue nature. 

9. Partly True, Partly False: A tallied trial balance will not reveal compensating errors as it will agree inspite of the 
existence of these errors. However, in the case of errors on account of wrong balancing, the trial balance will not 
tally. However, the statement will be true in the limited cases where the errors on account of wrong balancing 
get fully compensated. 

10. False: It will affect only one account i.e. purchases account and hence it will affect the agreement of trial 
balance. 

11. False: Such expenses being a capital expenditure should be debited to Machinery Account. 
12. False: Such errors cannot be located because both debit and credit aspects of an entry are not recorded and 

hence it will not affect trial balance. 
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13. False: The trial balance can be tallied by debiting or crediting the difference amount to suspense account. 
However, rectification of mistakes is necessary to have a proper accounting of transactions and if all errors are 
located and rectified then there is no reason for disagreement of trial balance. 

14. False: Rectifying errors involving Real & Personal Accounts will not affect the profit of that period. 

15. False: Salary paid to Ram will be debited to Salaries account. 

16. False: A trial balance will reveal all errors of commission other than error of recording and error of posting 
involving to wrong account on correct side with correct amount. 

17. False: A trial balance will not reveal errors of posting involving to wrong account on correct side with correct 
amount. 

18. False: The object of opening Suspense Account is to avoid the delay in preparation of Financial Statements. 
19. False: The balance of Suspense A/c represents the net effect of errors which still remain undetected. 
20. False: After the preparation of financial statements, Profit & Loss Adjustment Account is used to rectify all 

errors involving Nominal A/c in the subsequent year so as not to affect the Profit / Loss of that period. 
21. False: The preparation of a Trial Balance helps in locating one sided errors of commission. 

22. False: Freight Inward Account shows a debit balance but a Freight Outward Account shows a debit balance. 
23. False: Errors of recording in the books of original entry will not affect the Trial Balance. 

24. False: Correct recording in the Journal Proper but not posted in the ledger at all will not affect the Trial Balance. 
25. False: Trial Balance is prepared at a particular date. 

26. False: When all the errors affecting the Trial Balance are located and rectified, the Suspense Account 
automatically stands balanced. 

27. False: The difference in the Trial Balance is transferred on the credit side of the Suspense Account if the total 
of debit column of the Trial Balance exceeds that of credit column . 

28. False: Trial Balance is prepared before preparing the Profit & Loss Account. 
 

  

 CAPITAL AND REVENUE EXPENDITURE 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 Pre-operative expenses are revenue expenses. [June 1993] 

2 An expenditure intended to benefit the current period is a revenue expenditure. 

 [June 1994, Nov. 1997 and Nov. 2002] 

3 Expenditure which results in acquisition of a permanent asset is a capital expenditure. 
  [May 1995, Nov. 1997, Nov. 2000 and Nov. 2001] 
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4 Deferred revenue expenditure is current year’s revenue expenditure to be paid in the later years 

 [Nov. 1994 and Nov. 2002] 

5 Heavy expenditure incurred on advertisement at the time of introducing a new product is a deferred  

 revenue expenditure. [June 1993] 

6 Expenses incurred to keep the machine in working condition is a capital expenditure. [Dec. 1993] 

7 Wages paid to workers to produce a tool to be captively consumed is capital expenditure.  

 [Nov. 1994, May 1998] 

8 Amount paid for acquiring goodwill is deferred revenue expenditure.  [Nov. 1995 and Nov. 2002] 

9 Overhaul expenses of a second-hand machinery purchased are revenue expenditure. 

 [May 1996 and Nov. 1996] 

10 Amount spent for replacement of worn out parts of a machine is a capital expenditure. [May 1999  

11 Expenditure incurred on white washing of factory building done after every six months is revenue  

 expenditure. [May 199] 

12 Amounts written off from the cost of fixed assets is capital expenditure. [Nov. 1994] 

13 Legal fees paid to acquire a property is capital expenditure.[A/ov. 1999, Nov. 2002 and Nov. 2004] 

14 Expenditure on renovation of a theatre which has increased the seating capacity by 10% is deferred  

 revenue expenditure. [May 2000] 

15 Temporary shed put up at project site to house materials is a capital expenditure. [Nov. 1999] 

16 Overhauling expenses of Rs. 25,000 for the engine of a motor car to get better fuel efficiency are  

 revenue expenses 

17 Inauguration expenses of Rs. 25 lacs incurred on the opening of a new manufacturing unit in an existing  

 business are of capital expenditure. 

18 Compensation of Rs. 2.5 crores paid to workers, who opted for voluntary retirement in capital exp. 
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19 Amount paid to Management company for consultancy to reduce the working expenses is revenue  

 expenditure.  [May 2005] 

20 Wages incurred by a factory in manufacturing a part for its plant, is a revenue expense.    [Nov. 2005] 

21 The classification of expenditures and receipts each into Capital and Revenue is as per Accrual Principle. 

22 Sale of land & buildings by a real estate dealer is a Capital receipt. 

23 Expenditure incurred on repairs and whitewashing at the time of purchase of an old building in order to  

 make it useable is a Revenue Expenditure. 

24 Expenditure incurred to provide one more exit in a cinema hall in compliance with a government order is  

 a Revenue Expenditure. 

25 Registration fees paid at the time of purchase of a building is a Revenue Expenditure. 

26 Expenditure incurred on the maintenance of a tea garden which will produce tea after four years is a  

 Revenue Expenditure. 

27 The expenditure incurred in erecting a platform on which a machine will be fixed is a Revenue  

 Expenditure. 

28 Advertising expenditure, the benefits of which a machine will last for five years is a Revenue Exp. 

29 Cost of Rs. 80,000 for dismantling, removing and reinstalling plant by a Cotton mill incurred in  

 connection with the removal of works to a more suitable locality is a Capital Expenditure. 

30 A sum of Rs. 50,000 spent for alternation of existing plant incorporating thereby new devices which  

 could affect substantial reduction in power consumption is a Revenue Expenditure. 

31 Imported goods worth Rs. 1,00,000 confiscated by Customs Authorities for non-disclosure of material  

 facts is a capital loss 

32 Expenditure of Rs. 20,000 for advertisement in newspapers is a Capital Expenditure. 

33 Expenditure of Rs. 30,000 on neon-sign board at the airport is a Revenue Expenditure. 
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34 Spent Rs. 50,000 for remodeling the factory is a Capital Expenditure and the value of factory is  

 enhanced by Rs. 20,000. 

35 Rs. 1,00,000 spent on renewal fee of patent rights is a Capital Expenditure. 

36 Expenses incurred in connection with obtaining a licence for starting the Factory are Revenue Exp. 

37 Rings and Pistons of an engine were changed at a cost of Rs. 5,000 to get fuel efficiency. This is  

 Revenue Expenditure. 

38 Rs. 2,00,000 spent as lawyer’s fee to defend a suit claiming that the firm’s factory site belonged to the  

 plaintiff. The suit was not successful. This is Capital Expenditure 

39 71,00,000 paid as compensation to the two employees who were retrenched is a Capital Expenditure. 

40 Rs. 10,000 Customs Duty paid on import of a machinery for modernisation of the factory production  

 during the current year is a Revenue Expenditure 

41 Rs. 5,000 paid on Import Duty for purchase of Raw Materials is a Capital Expenditure. 

42 Rs. 12,000 Interest had accrued during the year on term loan obtained and utilised for the construction  

 of factory Building and purchase of machineries, however the production has not commenced till the last  

 date of the accounting year. It is a Revenue Expenditure. 

43 Any expenditure which is unreasonably large is capital expenditure. 

44 Premium received on issue of shares is a revenue receipt. 

Sol: S.No. Reason 
1. False: Pre-operative expenses are incurred prior to commencement of commercial production and hence are 

generally capitalized. 
2. True: Revenue expenditure is that expenditure the benefit of which does not extend beyond the current 

accounting period. 
3. True: Expenditure which result in acquisition of a permanent asset is a capital expenditure since it will generate 

enduring benefits and help in revenue generation over more than one accounting period. 
4. False: Deferred revenue expenditure is that expenditure for which payment has been made or a liability has been 

incurred during current year but which is carried forward on the presumption that it will be of benefit over a 
subsequent period or periods. 
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5. True: It is considered as deferred revenue expenditure because its benefit would accrue over a subsequent period 
or periods. 

6. False: It is a revenue expenditure because it is not increasing the benefits but only keeping the machine in 
working condition. 

7. True: Wages paid to workers for the creation of an asset to be used in the business is capital expenditure. 
8. False: Amount paid for acquiring goodwill is capital expenditure because it involves acquisition of an intangible 

asset which is classified as fixed asset. 
9. False: Such expenses are capital expenditure because these are incurred to put secondhand machinery in 

good/working condition to derive long term benefits of enduring nature. 
10. False: Amount spent for replacement of any worn out part of a machine is revenue expenditure because it is part 

of its maintenance cost. 
11. True: These expenses are revenue expenditure because these are incurred in the course of normal maintenance of 

the asset. 
12. False: Amount written off from the cost of fixed assets is treated as revenue expenditure and charged to profit 

and loss account. Depreciation is an example of such write-off. 
13. True: Legal fees paid to acquire a property is a part of the cost of that property. Hence it is taken as capital 

expenditure. 
14. False: It is a capital expenditure because it has increased the revenue earning capacity of the business over more 

than one accounting period. 
15. True: Temporary shed put up at a project site to house materials is incidental to the main construction and the 

expenditure on it, is a part of construction cost and hence, it is a capital expenditure. 
16. False: These expenses should be capitalised because these are incurred for the engine of a motor car to derive 

better fuel efficiency. These expenses will reduce the running cost in future and thus the benefit is in form of 
endurable long term advantage. 

17. False: Such expenses are revenue expenditure because such expenditure may not generate any enduring benefit to 
the business over more than one accounting period. 

18. False: Such compensation is revenue expenditure. Since the magnitude of the amount of expenditure is very 
significant, it may be better to treat it as deferred revenue expenditure. 

19. False: Amount paid to management company for consultancy to reduce the working expenses is deferred revenue 
expenditure as this expenditure will generate long-term benefit to the entity. 

20. False: Wages incurred by a factory in manufacturing a part of its plant, is a capital expenditure. This expenditure 
will be included in the cost of plant. 

21. False: The classification of expenditures and receipts each into Capital and Revenue is as per Going Concern 
Principle. 

22. False: Sale of land & buildings by a real estate dealer is a Revenue receipt and not a Capital receipt. 

23. False: Expenditure incurred on repairs and whitewashing at the time of purchase of an old building in order to 
make it useable is a Capital Expenditure. 

24. False: Expenditure incurred to provide one more exit in a cinema hall in compliance with a government order is a 
Capital Expenditure. 
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25. False: Registration fees paid at the time of purchase of a building is a Capital Expenditure. 

26. False: Expenditure incurred on the maintenance of a tea garden which will produce tea after four years is a 
Deferred Revenue Expenditure. 

27. False: The expenditure incurred in erecting a platform on which a machine will be fixed is a Capital Expenditure. 
28. False: Advertising expenditure, the benefits of which a machine will last for five years is a Deferred Revenue 

Expenditure 
29. False: Cost of Rs. 80,000 for dismantling, removing and reinstalling plant by a Cotton mill incurred in connection 

with the removal of works to a more suitable locality is a Revenue Expenditure. 

30. False: A sum of Rs. 50,000 spent for alternation of existing plant incorporating thereby new devices which could 
affect substantial reduction in power consumption is a Capital Expenditure 

31. False: Imported goods worth Rs. 1,00,000 confiscated by Customs Authorities for nondisclosure of material facts 
is a revenue loss. 

32. False: Expenditure of Rs. 20,000 for advertisement in newspapers is a Revenue Expenditure. 

33. False: Expenditure of Rs. 30,000 on neon-sign board at the airport is a Capital Expenditure. 

34. False: Rs. 20,000 for remodelling the factory is a Capital Expenditure and the balance Rs. 30,000 is a Revenue 
Expenditure. 

35. False: Rs. 1,00,000 spent on renewal fee of patent rights is a Revenue Expenditure. 
36. False: Expenses incurred in connection with obtaining a licence for starting the Factory are Capital Expenditure. 
37. False: Rings and Pistons of an engine were changed at a cost of Rs. 5,000 to get fuel efficiency. This is Capital 

Expenditure 
38. False: Rs. 2,00,000 spent as lawyer’s fee to defend a suit claiming that the firm’s factory site belonged to the 

plaintiff. The suit was not successful. This is Revenue Expenditure 
39. False: Rs. 1,00,000 paid as compensation to the two employees who were retrenched is a Revenue Expenditure. 
40. False: Rs. 10,000 Customs Duty paid on import of a machinery for modernisation of the factory production during 

the current year is a Capital Expenditure. 

41. False: Rs. 5,000 paid on Import Duty for purchase of Raw Materials is a Revenue Expenditure. 

42. False: It is a Capital Expenditure. 

43. False: Any expenditure which is unreasonably large need not be capital expenditure. For example, Rs. 20,00,000 
paid as arrears of salaries & wages will be Revenue Expenditure although the amount is large. 

44. False: Premium received on issue of shares is a capital receipt. 
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 DEPRECIATION 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 Depreciation is an amortised expenditure. [June 1993] 

2 Depreciation is a process of allocation of the cost of fixed asset. [Nov. 2003] 

3 Depreciable amount refers to the difference between historical cost and the market value of an asset. 

 Depreciation cannot be provided in case of loss, in a financial year. [A/ov. 1994 and Nov. 1997] 

4 Depreciation is a cash expenditure like other normal expenses. [Nov. 2002] 

5 Land is also a depreciable asset. [May 2001] 

6 Providing depreciation ensures sufficient cash for asset replacement. [Dec. 1993] 

7 Reducing balance method for depreciation is followed to have a uniform charge for depreciatio 

 and repairs and maintenance together. [June 1993] 

8 Depreciation can be charged on Goodwill by Fixed Instalment Method [May 2006] 

9 Depletion refers to economic deterioration of natural resources like ore deposits in mines, oil wells. 

10 Amortization refers to the physical deterioration of intangible assets like Goodwill, Patents, Copy Rights. 

11 Obsolescence refers to physical deterioration by change in technology or taste or fashion.  

12 Depreciation Accounting is the process of valuation and not allocation. 

13 If market value of a fixed asset is higher than its cost .then Depreciation need not be provided 

14 Depreciation is non-cash and non- operating expense which is to be provided for if there are profits. 

15 Providing depreciation in the accounts reduces the amount of cash profits . 

16 Providing depreciation in the accounts reduces the amount of cash profits . 

17 There exists difference between the Written Down Value Method and Diminishing Balance Method of  

 Depreciation 
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18 The expressions—depreciation is to be charged at 10% and 10% p.a. on furniture carry the same  

 meaning. 

19 M/s Ram & Co need not provide any depreciation on Plant & Machinery as its market value (Rs.  

 10,00,000) is much higher than the cost of purchase (Rs. 9,00,000). 

21 Straight Line Method of Depreciation is followed to have a uniform charge for depreciation and Repairs  

 & Maintenance together. 

Sol: S.No. Reason 
1. True: Depreciation is charged on value of fixed assets over their useful life. Thus, by way of depreciation charge, 

capital expenditure is amortised over the useful life of depreciable asset. 
2. True: Depreciation is allocated so as to charge a fair proportion of the depreciable amount in each accounting 

period during the expected useful life of the asset. 
3. False: Depreciable amount refers to historical cost less estimated salvage values. 
4. False: Depreciation being a charge against profit has to be provided for whether there is profit or loss in a 

financial year. 
5. False: Depreciation is non-cash expenditure because it does not involve any cash outflow. 
6. False: Land is not a depreciable asset because its useful life is not limited to few years. 
7. False: Providing depreciation does not necessarily ensure sufficient cash for asset replacement especially under 

inflationery conditions. 
8. True: In the early periods of useful life of a fixed assets, repairs and maintenance expenses are relatively low 

because the asset is new but depreciation charge is high. Whereas in later periods, as the asset become old, 
repairs and maintenance expenses increase continuously but depreciation charge reduces continuously. Thus, 
depreciation and repair and maintenance expenses become more or less uniform throughout the useful life of the 
asset. 

9. True: Depreciation can be charged on goodwill by fixed instalment method because fixed instalment method is 
suitable where the risk of obsolescence is less. 

10. False: Depletion refers to physical deterioration of natural resources like ore deposits in mines, oil wells. 
11. False: Amortization refers to the economic deterioration of intangible assets like Goodwill, Patents, Copy Rights. 

12. False: Obsolescence refers to economic deterioration by change in technology or taste or fashion. 
13. False: Depreciation Accounting is the process of allocation and not valuation. 
14. False: Depreciation needs be provided since Depreciation is not concerned with the Fluctuations in market price. 

15. False: Depreciation is non-cash but operating expense which is to be provided for whether there are profits/ 
losses. 

16. False: Providing depreciation in the accounts does not reduce the amount of cash profits . 
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17. False: Fixed Assets are stated in the Balance Sheet at their cost less depreciation. 
18. False: There does not exist any difference between the Written Down Value Method and Diminishing Balance 

Method of Depreciation. 
19. False: The expressions—depreciation is to be charged at 10% and 10% p.a. on furniture do not carry the same 

meaning. Depreciation at 10% means charge depreciation without reference to time but Depreciation at 10% p.a. 
means charge depreciation with reference to time 

20. False: M/s Ram & Co must provide depreciation since depreciation is not affected by fluctuations in the market 
value . 

21. False: Reducing Balance Method of Depreciation is followed to have a uniform charge for depreciation and Repairs 
& Maintenance together. 

 

  

 INVENTORY VALUATION 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 Finished goods are normally valued at cost or market price whichever is higher     
[June 1994, May 1995 and Nov. 2001] 

2 The inventory under AS-2 is valued on the basis of cost price or current replacement cost, whichever is  

 less.                                                                                 [Nov. 2004, Nov. 2005] 

3 Damaged inventory should be valued at cost or market price, whichever is lower.       [May 2004] 

4 Inventory of by-products, should be valued at net realisable value where cost of by-products 

 can be separately determined. [Nov 2003] 

5 Periodic Inventory System is a method of recording inventory balances after each issue and receipt. 

6 Inventories include Stock of Materials, Work-in-Progress and Finished Goods, Maintenance Supplies,  

 Consumables, Loose Tools and Machinery Spares. 

7 Cost of Conversion consists of Direct Labour, Direct Expenses, Sub-Contracted Work and Production  

 Overheads as per Marginal Costing Method 

8 The Cost of Inventories includes: 
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 (i) Abnormal amounts of wasted material labour or other production cost. 

 (ii) Storage Cost. 

 (iii) Administrative Overheads. 

 (iv) Selling and Distribution Cost. 

9 As per AS-2 ‘Valuation of Inventories’, the historical cost of inventories should normally be determined  

 by FIFO (First In First Out),LIFO and Weighted Average Cost Formula. 

10 As per AS-2, the historical cost of manufactured Inventories should be arrived at by Marginal costing. 

11 As per AS-2, the historical cost may be compared with Net Realizable Value (NRV) by item by item  

 method only. 

12 As per AS-2, the Inventory of Raw Materials is valued at Cost or NRV whichever is lower. 

13 As per AS-2, the inventory of Materials and other Supplies is valued at Cost or NRV whichever is lower  

 even if Finished Products are expected to be sold at or above cost. 

14 If Closing Stock is understated, the Cost of Goods sold will increase but Profit and Current Assets will  

 decrease. 

15 Under inflationary conditions, LIFO method will show Lower Cost of Goods Sold, higher income and  

 Higher value of Closing Stock 

16 Cost of Unsold Goods lying with others on our behalf (e.g. Cost of Goods Sent on Approval Basis/  

 Consignment Basis/ Joint Venture Basis) should not form part of our Closing Stock at Balance Sheet  

 Date 

17 In Balance Sheet Stock as per physical verification as on date of balance sheet appears 

Sol: S. No. Reason 
1. False: Finished goods are normally valued at cost or net realisable value whichever is lower. 

2. False: According to AS-2 on Valuation of Inventories, inventory is valued at the lower of historical cost and net 
realisable value. 
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3. False: Damaged inventory should be valued at net realisable value. 

4. False: Inventory of by-products, should be valued at net realisable value where cost of by-products cannot be 
separately determined. 

5. False: Perpetual Inventory System is a method of recording inventory balances after each issue and receipt. 
6. False: Inventories include Stock of Materials, Work-in-Progress and Finished Goods, Maintenance Supplies, 

Consumables and Loose Tools but does not include Machinery Spares. 
7. False: Cost of Conversion consists of Direct Labour, Direct Expenses, Sub-Contracted Work and Production 

Overheads as per Absorption Costing Method. 
8. False: The Cost of Inventories excludes: 

(i) Abnormal amounts of wasted material labour or other production cost. 
(ii) Storage Cost. 
(iii) Administrative Overheads. 
(iv) Selling and Distribution Cost. 

9. False: As per AS-2 ‘Valuation of Inventories', the historical cost of inventories should normally be determined by 
FIFO (First In First Out) and Weighted Average Cost Formula. 

10. False: As per AS-2, the historical cost of manufactured Inventories should be arrived at by absorption costing. 
11. False: As per AS-2, the historical cost may be compared with Net Realizable Value (NRV) by item by item method 

or group of items method. 
12. False: As per AS-2, the Inventory of Finished Goods is valued at Cost or NRV whichever is lower. 

13. False: As per AS-2, the inventory of Materials and other Supplies is not written down below Cost if Finished 
Products are expected to be sold at or above cost. 

14. False: If Closing Stock is understated, the Cost of Goods sold will decrease but Profit and Current Assets will 
increase. 

15. False: Under inflationary conditions, FIFO method will show Lower Cost of Goods Sold, higher income and Higher 
value of Closing Stock. 

16. False: Cost of Unsold Goods lying with others on our behalf (e.g. Cost of Goods Sent on Approval Basis/ 
Consignment Basis/ Joint Venture Basis) should form part of our Closing Stock at Balance Sheet Date. 

17. False: In Balance Sheet Stock as per books appears and not Stock as per physical verification. 
 

  

 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason) 

1 Fixed cost remain relatively unaffected in a defined period of time. [Dec. 1993] 

2 Current cost gives an alternative measurement base. [Nov. 1999] 
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3 Net profit is reflected in higher cash balances and net loss is reflected in lower net worth. [Dec. 1993] 

4 Profit and loss account shows the financial position of the concern. [Dec. 1993,Nov. 1994, Nov.97]   

5 A profit and loss account is a point statement whereas a balance sheet is a period statement. [May 95] 

6 Fixed assets are stated in the balance sheet at their market value. [Nov. 1994] 

7 Trial balance is prepared after preparing the profit and loss account. [Nov. 1995] 

8 The provision for discount on debtors is calculated before deducting the provision for doubtful debts  

 from debtors. [Nov. 1995, May 1998, Nov. 2002 and Nov. 2004] 

9 Provision for doubtful debts is debited to sundry debtors account. [May 2000] 

10 The gain from sale of capital assets need not be added to revenue to ascertain the net profit of a  

 Business.                                                                      [May 1997 and Nov. 2000] 

11 Freight and cartage expenses paid on purchases of goods is added to the amount of purchase. 
[May 1998 and Nov. 2000] 

12 The debit balance in the profit & loss account is surplus. [May 2001] 

13 Debit balance of profit and loss account is a real asset. [Nov 2002] 

14 Assets and Liabilities of a particular accounting period are shown in the balance sheet.      [Nov 2002] 

16 The value of human resources is generally shown as asset in the Balance Sheet.             [May 2003] 

17 A withdrawal of cash from the business by the proprietor should be charged to profit and loss 

 account as an expense.                                                                     [June 1994] 

18 The proprietor of a shop feels that he has made a loss due to closing stock being zero. 
[May 1995 and Nov 1997] 

19 Marshalling and Grouping has the same meaning 

20 Sundry Debtors are liquid assets. [May 2006 

21 Closing stock will never appear in the trial. [May 2006] 
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22 Income Statement is prepared to ascertain the financial position but Balance Sheet is prepared to  

 ascertain financial performance at the end of a given accounting period 

23 Income Statement is prepared on the basis of closing entries relating to Nominal and Real Accounts but  

 Balance Sheet is prepared on the basis of balances of Real and Nominal Accounts 

24 Gross Profit means excess of all revenue over all expenses 

25 Operating Profit means excess of operating revenues over all expenses and losses 

26 Net Profit means excess of all operating revenues over all expenses and losses 

27 Depreciable fixed assets are valued at Cost 

28 Current assets are usually valued at Net Realizable Value or Cost whichever is higher 

29 Under order of liquidity the most liquid assets is shown last and least urgent payment is shown first 

30 The company as defined under Companies Act, 2013 prepares Balance Sheet in the Order of liquidity. 

31 Banking and finance companies, and sole proprietorships prepare their balance sheets in the Order of  

 Permanence. 

32 Under order of performance least liquid asset is shown last and most urgent payment is shown first. 

33 In Trading Account Returns having debit balance and credit balance are shown by way of deduction  

 from amount of purchases and sales respectively 

34 If Closing Stock, Outstanding Expenses, Prepaid Expenses and Accrued Income and Unaccrued Income  

 appear inside the Trial Balance, these appear only in Income Statement and not in the Balance Sheet. 

35 If Depreciation, Interest on Capital, Interest on Drawings appear inside the Trial Balance, these will  

 appear in only in the Balance Sheet and not in Income Statement. 

36 Provision for Doubtful Debt is calculated after deducting additional bad debts and additional discount  

 appearing outside the trial balance and Provision for Discount on Debtors. 

37 If opening entry and adjusting entries are not passed both trial balance and balance sheet will not be  
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 tallied. 

38 Reserve for Discount on Creditors has credit balance. 

39 Bank Account, Provision for Doubtful Debts, Provision for Discount on Debtors, Reserve for Discount on  

 Creditors, Provision for Depreciation are Nominal Accounts. 

40 Bills Receivable Account and Bills Payable Account are Real Accounts. 

41 Prepaid Insurance, Accrued Interest, Commission received in advance and Closing Stock are Nominal  

 Accounts. 

42 Manufacturing A/c is prepared by an enterprise engaged in trading Activities. 

43 Manufacturing A/c is prepared to ascertain the cost of goods sold. 

44 Manufacturing A/c is closed by transferring its balance to the credit of Profit & Loss A/c. 

45 Opening and Closing Stock of Raw Materials, Work in Progress and Finished Goods are considered while  

 preparing Manufacturing A/c 

46 A Balance Sheet is a statement of assets and liabilities of an enterprise for a particular accounting 
period. 

47 The most liquid asset is shown first and the most urgent payment to be made is shown last in order of  

 liquidity. 

48 The least liquid asset is shown first and the least urgent payment to be made is shown last in order of  

 permanence. 

49 Contingent liability is an ascertained liability but its amount and due date are indeterminate. 

Sol: S. No. Reason 
1. True: Fixed costs represent that part of cost of production which, by its very nature, remain relatively unaffected 

in a defined period of time provided there is no change in the level of production and there is no change in factor 
prices. 

2. True: Current cost is another alternative of measurement basis according to which assets are carried at the 
amount at which the same or an equivalent asset can be acquired currently. This is used under Current Cost 
Accounting. Historical Cost is used under Historical Cost Accounting. 
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3. False: Net profit may not be reflected in higher cash balance because of credit transactions. On the other hand, 
cash may increase because of fresh loan or fresh capital. Net worth is the sum of capital, reserves and profit and 
loss account balance. Net worth is reduced by net loss. But net worth may also be reduced by withdrawal by the 
proprietor/partners. So lower net worth may not necessarily reflect net loss. 

4. False: Profit and loss account shows the financial performance of a concern for a particular accounting period. 
5. False: A profit and loss account is a periodic statement and a balance sheet is a point statement. 
6. False: Fixed assets are stated in the balance sheet at cost less depreciation. 
7. False: Trial balance is prepared before preparing the profit and loss account. 
8. False: The provision for discount on debtors is calculated after deducting the provision for doubtful debts from 

debtors. 
9. False: Provision for doubtful debts is debited to profit and loss account. In the balance sheet, it is shown as 

deduction from ‘Debtors’. 
10. True: The profit on sale of capital assets should not be added to ascertain the true net profit of a business 

because it is not due to normal business operations. 
11. True: As per AS-2 Freight paid to bring the goods purchased into the business premises/ factory are included in 

the ‘cost of purchase’. Alternatively, the statement may be taken as 'false' since for accounting purposes, these 
expenses are not added to the amount of purchases but are shown separately in the trading account. 

12. False: The debit balance in the Profit and Loss account is deficit or loss because expenses are more than 
revenues. 

13. False: Debit balance of profit and loss account is a fictitious asset. 
14. False: Assets and Liabilities at a particular date are shown in the Balance Sheet. 
15. False: Under the ‘liquidity approach’ assets which are most liquid are presented first. 
16. False: It is not shown in the balance sheet as per money measurement concept because it cannot be measured in 

monetary terms. 
17. False: Such Cash withdrawal should be treated as drawings and not a business expense chargeable to profit and 

loss account. Such drawings should be deducted from the proprietors capital. 
18. False: The level of closing stock does not directly determine the profits of a business. The operational efficiency 

and other factors affecting cost determine the profits. The whole stock might have been sold out. 
19. False: The term ‘Grouping’ means putting together items of a similar nature under a common heading. For 

example, under the heading Trade Creditors' the balances of the ledger accounts of all the suppliers from whom 
goods have been purchased on credit, will be shown. 
The term ‘Marshalling’ refers to the order in which the various assets and liabilities are shown in the Balance 
Sheet. The assets and liabilities can be shown either in the order of liquidity or in the order of permanency. 

20. True: Sundry debtors are liquid assets because these are readily convertible into cash. 
21. False: Closing stock may appear in the trial balance if an adjusting entry relating to closing stock has already 

been passed. If closing stock appears in trial balance it will appear only on the asset side of the Balance Sheet. 
22. False: Income Statement is prepared to ascertain the Financial performance for a given accounting period but 

Balance Sheet is prepared to ascertain financial Position at the end of a given accounting period. 
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23. False: Income Statement is prepared on the basis of closing entries relating to Nominal Accounts but Balance 
Sheet is prepared on the basis of balances of Real and Personal Accounts. 

24. False: Gross Profit means excess of operating revenue over direct operating expenses. 

25. False: Operating Profit means excess of operating revenues over operating expenses and losses. 

26. False: Net Profit means excess of all revenue (whether operating or non-operating) over expenses and losses 
(whether operating or non-operating). 

27. False: Depreciable fixed assets are valued at Cost less Depreciation. 

28. False: Current assets are usually valued at Net Realizable Value or Cost whichever is lower. 

29. False: Under order of liquidity the most liquid assets is shown first and least urgent payment is shown last. 
30. False: The company as defined under Companies Act, 2013 prepares Balance Sheet in the Order of Permanence. 
31. False: Banking and finance companies, and sole proprietorships prepare their balance sheets in the order of 

liquidity 
32. False: Under order of performance least liquid asset is shown first and most urgent payment is shown last. 
33. False: In Trading Account Returns having debit balance and credit balance are shown by way of deduction from 

amount of sales and purchases respectively. 
34. False: If Closing Stock, Outstanding Expenses, Prepaid Expenses and Accrued Income and Unaccrued Income 

appear inside the Trial Balance, these appear only in the Balance Sheet and not in Income Statement. 
35. False: If Depreciation, Interest on Capital, Interest on Drawings appear inside the Trial Balance, these will appear 

in Income Statement and not in the Balance Sheet. 
36. False: Provision for Doubtful Debt is calculated after deducting additional bad debts and additional discount 

appearing outside the trial balance but before deducting Provision for Discount on Debtors 
37. False: If opening entry and adjusting entries are not passed both trial balance and balance sheet will be tallied. 
38. False: Reserve for Discount on Creditors has debit balance. 

39. False: Bank Account, Provision for Doubtful Debts, Provision for Discount on Debtors, Reserve for Discount on 
Creditors, are Personal Accounts but Provision for Depreciation is Real Account. 

40. False: Bills Receivable Account and Bills Payable Account are Personal Account. 

41. False: Prepaid Insurance, Accrued Interest, Commission received in advance are Personal Accounts but Closing 
Stock is Real Account. 

42. False: Manufacturing A/c is prepared by an enterprise engaged in Manufacturing Activities. 

43. False: Manufacturing A/c is prepared to ascertain the cost of goods manufactured. 
44. False: Manufacturing A/c is closed by transferring its balance to the debit of Trading A/c. 

45. False: Opening and Closing Stock of Raw Materials and Work in Progress and not Finished Goods are considered 
while preparing Manufacturing A/c. 

46. False: A Balance Sheet is a statement of assets and liabilities of an enterprise at a particular date. 

47. False: The most liquid asset is shown first and the most urgent payment to be made is shown first in order of 
liquidity. 
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48. False: The least liquid asset is shown first and the least urgent payment to be made is shown first in order of 
permanence. 

49. False: Contingent liability is an unascertained liability but its amount and due date are indeterminate. 
 

  

 NOT FOR PROFIT ORGANISATIONS 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 Receipts and Payments Account is a summary of all capital receipts and payments. 
[Nov. 1995, Nov. 1997, May 2005] 

                                               Or 

 The Receipts and Payments account records receipts and payments of revenue nature only.[May 1996] 

2 Scholarship granted to students out of funds provided by Government will be debited to Income and  

 Expenditure Account.                                                                        [May 1995] 

3 If there appears a sports fund, the expenses incurred on sports activities will be taken to income and  

 expenditure account. [May 1997] 

4 Receipts and Payments Account highlights total income and expenditure. [Nov. 1999] 

5 Only revenue items are disclosed in Income and Expenditure account. [Nov. 2005] 

6 Receipts and payments Account is a summary of all receipts and payments (whether capital or revenue)  

 relating to current year. 

7 Income and Expenditure Account is a summary of all revenue receipts and revenue payments relating to  

 current year. 

8 Income and Expenditure Account is a summary of all revenue income and payments relating to current  

 year. 
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Sol: S. No. Reason 

1. False: Receipts and Payments Account is a summary of all cash/bank receipts and payments whether capital or 
revenue in nature. 

2. False: The scholarship granted to students should be shown as deduction from the funds provided by the 
Government for the same purpose in the Balance Sheet. 

3. False: Such expenses will be deducted from sports fund only. 

4. False: Receipts and payments account is a classified summary of cash/bank receipts and payments over an 
accounting period together with cash and bank balances at the beginning and close of the period. 

5. True: Income and Expenditure Account is a revenue statement prepared to find out surplus/deficit. Hence, only 
revenue items are shown in the Income and Expenditure Account. 

6. False: Receipts and payments Account is a summary of all receipts and payments(whether capital or revenue) 
relating to current year,previous year or future year. 

7. False: Income and Expenditure Account is a summary of all revenue incomes and revenue expenses relating to 
current year. 

8. False: Income and Expenditure Account is a summary of all revenue income and revenue expenses relating to current 
year. 

 

  

 CONSIGNMENT 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 The relationship between consignor and consignee is that of principal and agent. 
[June 1994, Nov. 1995, Nov. 1997, May 1998, Nov. 2000 and May 2002]  

2 In consignment, the goods are dispatched on the basis that the goods will be sold on behalf of, at the  

 expense of and at the risk of the consignee. [May 1995] 

3 Account sales is the statement sent by the consignor to the consignee. [May 1996] 

4 Del-credere commission is normally calculated on total sales. [May 1996] 

5 Loss of stock is said to be abnormal loss when such loss is due to inherent characteristics of the  

 commodities. [Nov. 1996, May 2005] 

6 Loss of stock is said to be normal loss when such loss is not due to inherent characteristics of the  
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 commodities. [May 1998] 

7 If the consignee is not authorized to get the del-credere commission, then he is liable for all losses on  

 account of non-recovery of debts. [May 1997] 

8 Consignee has no right in the profit on goods sent on consignment. [May 2001, Nov. 2005]  

9 In consignment account, ownership of the goods remains with the consignor. [Nov. 2002] 

10 The party to whom goods are sent is called ‘consignee’. [Nov. 2003] 

11 Over-riding commission is calculated on credit sales only. [Nov. 2004] 

12 The additional commission to the consignee who agrees to bear the loss on account of bad debts is  

 called overriding commission. [May 2005] 

13 Overriding commission is granted to an agent in case of sales exceeding targets. [Nov. 2005] 

14 The relationship between Consignee and Consignor is that of Principal and Agent. 

15 Unless otherwise agreed, Del-credere Commission is calculated on credit sales 

16 Any property may be the subject matter of consignment. 

17 Discount charges on discounting a B/R accepted by Consignee are credited to Consignment A/c. 

18 Total Cost of Abnormal Loss not recovered is debited to Consignment A/c. 

19 Total Cost of Abnormal Loss not recovered is debited to Consignment A/c. 

20 Cost of Unsold Consignment Stock lying with Consignee consists of Cost of Unsold Goods, Consignor’s  

 Proportionate Expenses and Consignee’s all Expenses of non-recurring nature. 

21 Consignee will not pass a journal entry in his books for the amount of bad debts if del-credere  

 commission is allowed. 

22 Consignor allows overriding Commission to the consignee to bear the bad debts on account of credit 
sales. 

23 Non-recurring expenses are those expenses which are incurred after the goods reach the Consignee’s  
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 godown.  

24 The Consignee gives advance to the consignor as a part payment of goods received. 

25 Loading charges paid by the Consignee are non-recurring expenses. 

26 All expenses incurred by the Consignee are debited to his account. 

27 When defective goods are returned by the Consignee, the Consignor debits it to Consignee’s Account. 

28 Consignee does not pass any entry for goods sent on consignment, profit/loss on Consignment and  

 Consignment Stock. 

29 The cost of Consignment stock is the cost at which the goods are consigned plus all the nonrecurring  

 expenses. 

30 Goods returned by the Consignee should be charged to Consignment Account at cost or market price  

 whichever is lower. 

31 Expenses incurred in forwarding the defective goods should be debited to Profit & Loss Account. 

32 Loss of weight due to evaporation is abnormal loss. 

33 Normal Loss does not affect the valuation of Closing Stock. 

34 Abnormal Loss affects the valuation of Closing Stock. 

35 Abnormal Loss is debited to Consignment Account. 

36 The amount of loss not accepted by the Insurance Company is debited to Consignment Account. 

37 Loading is the difference between Selling Price and Cost Price. 

38 Consignor always consigns goods at invoice price. 

39 Sending goods at invoice price shall result in more profit in the Consignment Account, if no adjustment  

 is made for the loading. 

40 Invoice price is always equal to selling price. 

42 Loading on closing stock will be nullified by debiting Stock Reserve Account and crediting Closing Stock  
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 Account. 

43 All the entries of adjustment for loading are recorded in the books of consignee. 

44 Sales Account and Account Sales are synonymous terms: 

Sol: S.No. Reason 

1. True: The relationship between consignor and consignee is that of principal and agent. The consignee acts only on 
behalf of and at the instructions of the consignor and not as partner of the consignor. 

2. False: In a consignment business, goods are generally sold on behalf of, at the expense of and at the risk of the 
consignor. However, if the consignee gets del-credere commission, the risk of bad debts is borne by him. 

3. False: Account sales is a statement sent by the consignee to consignor, showing (a) the details of sales made, (b) 
the expenses incurred on behalf of the consignor, (c) the commission earned by the consignee, (d) any advance 
given to the consignor and (e) the balance due to the consignor. 

4. True: Although it arises in relation to credit sales, it is calculated on the total sales, not merely on credit sales 
unless otherwise agreed. 

5. False: When loss is caused by abnormal factors like fire, theft, abnormal, spoilage etc., loss is said to be abnormal. 

6. False: Loss due to inherent features of goods is a normal loss. 

7. False: If the consignee is not authorized to get the del-credere commission, then he is not responsible for any bad-
debts that may arise in due course of business. 

8. True: The consignee being an agent earns only commission and not profit. 

9. True: The ownership of goods remains with the consignor. The consignee does not become owner even though the 
goods are in his possession. 

10. True: In consignment accounts, the party which sends the goods is called the consignor, while the party to whom 
goods are sent is called the consignee. 

11. False: In case the sales exceeds a specific amount, an extra commission is allowed to the consignee. This 
commission is termed as over-riding commission. It is calculated on total sales, unless specifically agreed between 
the consignor and the consignee. 

12. False: The additional commission to the consignee who agrees to bear the loss on account of bad debts is called 
del credere commission. 

13. False: Overriding commission is granted to an agent in case the sales exceed a specific target. 

14. False: The relation between Consignee and Consignor is that of Agent and Principal. 

15. False: Unless otherwise agreed, Del-credere Commission is calculated on total sales and not on credit sales. 

16. False: Only movable property may be the subject matter of consignment. 

17. False: Discount charges on discounting a B/R accepted by Consignee are debited to Profit & Loss A/c and not to 
Consignment A/c. 

18. False: Total Cost of Abnormal Loss (whether recovered or not) is credited to Consignment A/c. 

19. False: Consignor sends Proforma Invoice but Consignee sends Account Sales. 
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20. False: Cost of Unsold Consignment Stock lying with Consignee consists of Cost of Unsold Goods, Consignor’s 
Proportionate Expenses and Consignee’s Proportionate Expenses of non-recurring nature. 

21. False: Consignee will pass a journal entry in his books for the amount of bad debts if del-credere commission is 
allowed. 
Or 
False: Consignee will not pass a journal entry in his books for the amount of bad debts if del-credere commission 
is not allowed. 

22. False: Consignor allows overriding Commission to the consignee to achieve sales exceeding a specific amount. 

23. False: Non-recurring expenses are those expenses which are incurred before the goods reach the Consignee’s 
godown. 

24. False: The Consignee gives advance to the consignor as a security for the goods despatched to him.. 

25. False: Loading charges paid by the Consignee after the goods reach the Consignee’s godown are recurring expenses. 

26. False: All expenses incurred by the Consignee are credited to his account. 

27. False: When defective goods are returned by the Consignee, the Consignor debits it to Goods Sent on Consignment 
Account. 

28. True: Consignor passes entry for goods sent on consignment, profit/loss on Consignment and Consignment Stock. 

29. False: The cost of Consignment Stock is the cost at which the goods are consigned plus Proportionate non-
recurring expenses. 

30. False: Goods returned by the Consignee should be credited to Consignment Account at cost or Net Realisable Value 
whichever is lower. 

31. False: Expenses incurred in forwarding the defective goods should be debited to Consignment Account. 
32. False: Loss of weight due to evaporation is normal loss. 

33. False: Normal Loss affects the valuation of Closing Stock. 
34. False: Abnormal Loss does not affect the valuation of Closing Stock. 
35. False: Abnormal Loss is credited to Consignment Account. 
36. False: The amount of loss not accepted by the Insurance Company is credited to Consignment Account. 
37. False: Loading is the difference between Invoice Price and Cost Price. 
38. False: Consignor need not always consign the goods at Invoice Price. Goods may be consigned at cost also. 
39. False: Sending goods at invoice price shall result in less profit in the Consignment Account, if no adjustment is 

made for the loading. Profit shall be reduced by the amount of loading on Goods Sold. 
40. False: Invoice price is always equal to Cost plus profit. 
41. False: Consignor consigns the goods at invoice price to conceal the actual Cost of Goods to the Consignee . 
42. False: Loading on closing stock will be nullified by debiting Consignment Account, and crediting Stock Reserve 

Account. 
43. False: All the entries of adjustment for loading are recorded in the books of consignor. 
44. False: Sales Account and Account Sales are different terms: 
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 BILL OF EXCHANGE 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 A bill given to a creditor is called bills payable. [May 1996, Nov. 2001 and May 2004] 

2 A promissory note can be made payable to the bearer. [May 1996, Nov 2000] 

3 A has drawn a bill on B. B accepts the same and endorses the bill to C. [May 2000] 

4 No cancellation entry is required when a bill is renewed.    [May 1997, May 1998, Nov 2001, May 2004] 

5 Cancelling old bill and drawing new bill is called renewal of bill. [May 2001] 

6 Discount at the time of retirement of a bill is a gain for the drawee. [Nov 1996 and May 2002] 

7 At the time of Renewal of a bill, Interest account is debited in the books of a drawee.[May 2006] 

8 Promissory Note requires acceptence. [May 2006] 

9 Refusal by the acceptor to make payment of the bill on the maturity date is called Retirement of the 
bill. 

10  A bill of exchange is a conditional order in writing given by a Debtor to a Creditor. [Nov 2005] 

11 A Promissory Note is a written unconditional order to pay by a Creditor to a Debtor but a Bill of  

 Exchange is a written unconditional undertaking to pay by a Debtor to a Creditor. 

12 The term of bill after date commences from the date of acceptance of the bill but the term of Bill  

 after sight commences from the date of drawing a bill. 

13 In case of all bills of exchange, three days (days of grace) are added to due date to arrive at date of  

 maturity. 

14 In case of Insolvency of Acceptor, the amount which could not be recovered is debited to Deficiency A/c  

 in the books of drawer and the amount which could not be paid is credited to Bad Debts A/c in books  

 of drawee. 
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15 Rebate on Retirement of bill is an Expense for Drawer and an Income for Drawee. 

16 On discounting of accommodation bills, the proceeds are shared by drawer and drawee equally. The party  

 bears the discount in the proportion in which it shares the proceeds of bill, unless otherwise agreed. 

17 In case of a public holiday the due date of the bill falls on the next working day. 

18 Bill of Exchange is an unconditional promise to pay in writing. 

19 When bill is endorsed or discounted, no entry is passed in the books of drawer.  

20 When an endorsed or discounted bill is honoured, no entry is passed in the books of drawee. 

21 When the bill is honoured on the due date, the drawee credits Bills Payable A/c in his books. 

22 When the bill is discounted or endorsed, no entry for payment of the bill is passed in the books of the  

 drawee 

23 In case of the dishonour of a bill, noting charges are initially paid by the drawee. 

24 The bill is treated as dishonoured in case of insolvency of the drawee who pays only 75%. 

25 When the bill is dishonoured, in drawee's books the banker(in case bill has been discounted) and  

 Endorsee (in case bill has been endorsed) will be debited. 

26 For drawing an accommodation bill some valuable consideration must pass between the two parties. 

27 A Bills Receivable drawn on Ram recorded in B/R Book is posted to the debit of Bills Receivable A/c. 

28 All individual entries from Bills Payable Journal are to be posted to the debit of Bills Payable A/c. 

29 A bill of exchange is an unconditional promise in writing given by a debtor to a creditor. 

30 A promissory note is an unconditional order in writing given by a creditor to a debtor. 

31 Drawee and Payee can be the same person in a Bills Receivable. 

32 Days of grace are added to date of maturity of bill to arrive at due date. 
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Sol S.No. Reason 
1. True: A bill given to a creditor is called Bills Payable because the debtor commits to pay by giving a bill to 

creditor. 
2. False: A promissory note cannot be made payable to the bearer. It is payable to or to the order of a certain 

person. 
3. False: B cannot endorse the bill to C because he is a drawee. Only A, the drawer can do so. 
4. False: When the bill is renewed, entries are passed first for cancellation of the old bill and then for recording of 

the new bill. 
5. True: When the acceptor of a bill fails to make the payment on the due date, a new bill may be drawn on him 

after cancellation of the old bill. This is known as renewal of a bill. 
6. True: Discount at the time of retirement of a bill is a gain for the drawee and loss for the drawer. Gain is 

basically an interest for the unexpired term of the bill. 
7. True: At the time of renewal of a bill, interest account is debited in the books of a drawee because it 

represents an expense for drawee. 
8. False: Promissory not does not require acceptance because it is already a valuable instrument. Bills receivable 

requires acceptance. 
9. False: Refusal by the acceptor to make payment of the bill on the maturity date is called dishonour of the bill. 

10. False: A bill of exchange is an unconditional order in writing given by a creditor to a debtor. 

11. False: A Promissory Note is a written unconditional undertaking to pay by a Debtor to a Creditor but a Bill of 
Exchange is a written unconditional order to pay by a Creditor to a Debtor. 

12. False: The term of bill after date commences from the date of drawing a bill but the term of Bill after sight 
commences from the date of acceptance of the bill. 

13. False: In case of all bills of exchange (other than payable on demand), three days (days of grace) are added to 
due date to arrive at date of maturity. 

14. False: In case of Insolvency of Acceptor, the amount which could not be recovered is debited to Bad Debts A/c 
in the books of drawer and the amount which could not be paid is credited to Deficiency A/c in books of 
drawee. 

15. False: Rebate on Retirement of bill is an Income for Drawer and an Expense for Drawee. 

16. False: On discounting of accommodation bills, the proceeds are shared by drawer and drawee in agreed ratio. 
The party bears the discount in the proportion in which it shares the proceeds of bill, unless otherwise agreed 

17. False: In case of a public holiday the due date of the bill falls on the preceding working day. 

18. False: Bill of Exchange is an unconditional order to pay in writing. 

19. False: When bill is endorsed or discounted, no entry is passed in the books of drawee. 

20. False: When an endorsed or discounted bill is honoured, no entry is passed in the books of drawer. 

21. False: When the bill is honoured on the due date, the drawee debits Bills Payable AJc in his books. 
22. False: When the bill is discounted or endorsed, no entry for payment of the bill is passed in the books of the 

drawer. 
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23. False: In case of the dishonour of a bill, noting charges are initially paid by the holder of the bill. 

24. True: The bill is treated as dishonoured in case of insolvency of the drawee since he fails to pay at the date of 
maturity. 

25. False: When the bill is dishonoured, the drawer will be debited in books of drawee whether the bills is retained, 
endorsed or discounted. 

26. False: For drawing an accommodation bill consideration need not pass between the two parties 

27. False: A Bills Receivable drawn on Ram recorded in B/R Book is posted to the credit of Ram's A/c 

28. False: All individual entries from Bills Payable Journal are to be posted to the debit of drawer's A/c. 

29. False: A bill of exchange is an unconditional order in writing given by a creditor to a debtor. 

30. False: A promissory note is an unconditional promise in writing given by a debtor to a creditor. 

31. False: Drawer and Payee can be the same person in a Bills Receivable. 
32. False: Days of grace are added to due date of bill to arrive at date of maturity. 

 

  

 AVERAGE DUE DATE AND ACCOUNT CURRENT 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason) 

1 If payment is made on the average due date, it results in loss of interest to creditors.  
[Nov. 1995 and May 1999] 

2 Average due date is the median average of several due dates for payments.                   [May 1999] 

3 In the calculation of average due date, only the due date of first transaction must be taken as the base  

 date.                                                                                [May 1999, Nov. 2003] 

4 In Account Current, red-ink interest is treated as negative interest.              [Nov. 1999 and May 2003] 

Sol: S. No. Reason 

1. False: Average due date is ‘no loss no gain’ date to either party i.e. neither the debtor nor the creditor stands to 
lose or gain anything by way of interest. 

2. False: Average due date is mean/equated date for several due dates of payments. 

3. False: While calculating the average due date, any transaction date may be taken as the base date. 

4. True: In case the due date of a bill falls after the date of closing the account, interest from the date of closing 
to such due date is written in ‘Red-Ink’ in the appropriate side of Account Current. This red-ink interest is 
treated as negative interest. 
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 GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason) 

1 Sales or Return Account in the Sale or return ledger represents the value of goods still lying with the  

 customers for approval. [May 2006] 

2 If Goods Sent on Approval are temporarily pledged by customer for security purposes only with the  

 lender, it does not mean that goods have been sold to the customer. 

3 If Goods Sent on Approval to a customer are sent by that customer on approval basis to any other  

 person, it does not mean that goods have been sold to the customer 

4 Credit Balance of Sale on Approval A/c at the close of Accounting Period represents total value of Goods  

 Sent Out. 

5 Goods sent out on Approval but neither sold nor Returned till the close of accounting period are included  

 in the stock of the customer at Cost or Net Realizable Value whichever is higher 

Sol: S. No. Reason 

1. True: The balance of Sale or Return Account in Sale or Return ledger represents the value of goods lying with the 
customers who have neither returned nor accepted goods till date. 

2. False: If Goods Sent on Approval are pledged by customer as security with the lender, it amounts to acceptance 
of goods and it means that goods have been sold to the customer. 

3. False: If Goods Sent on Approval to a customer are sent by that customer on approval basis to any other person, 
it amounts to acceptance of goods and it means that goods have been sold to the customer. 

4. False: Credit Balance of Sale on Approval A/c at the close of Accounting Period represents total value of Goods 
Sent Out but neither Sold nor Returned. 

5. False: Goods sent out on Approval but neither sold nor Returned till the close of accounting period are considered 
as goods lying with customer on behalf of seller and included in the stock of the Seller at Cost or Net Realizable 
Value whichever is lower. 
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 PARTNERSHIP—FUNDAMENTALS 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be 

 awarded without valid reason) 

1 A joint venture is a partnership under the Partnership Act. [May 2000, May 2003]  

2 A partner who devotes more time to a business than other partners is entitled to get a salary. [May 
2000] 

3 Partners can share profits or losses in their capital ratio, when there is no agreement.  [May 2001] 

4 The business of partnership firm must be carried on by all the partners. [Nov. 2005] 

5 When there is no agreement among the partners, the profit or loss of the firm will be shared in their  

 capital ratio. [May 2005] 

6 Sharing of Profit is conclusive evidence of partnership but Mutual Agency is only a prima facie evidence  

 of Partnership 

7 Registration of a firm has to be effected before the formation of partnership. 

8 Every partner is only jointly liable to third parties 

9 It is necessary to have Partnership Agreement in writing. 

10 Terms of Partnership and nature of business of firm can be changed with the consent of majority of  

 partners. 

11 If the amount of available profits is less than the total amount of interest on capital, the available  

 profits should be distributed in the profit sharing ratio of partners. 

12 If Partnership Deed is silent, Rate of Interest on loan by firm to a Partner shall be 6% p.m. 

13 A partnership deed must be in writing. 

14 In the absence of any provision in the partnership deed, the partners share profit be and losses in the  

 ratio of their capitals. 
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15 In the absence of any provision in the partnership deed, only a working partner (and not nonworking  

 partner) is entitled to remuneration. 

16 In the absence of any provision in the partnership deed, interest will be calculated on the total amount  

 of drawings for a period of 12 months assuming that the amounts were drawn evenly throughout the  

 year. 

17 If a fixed amount is withdraw on the first day of every month, the interest on the total amount of  

 drawings will be calculated for a period of 6 months. 

18 If a fixed amount is withdrawn on the last day of every month, the interest on the total of drawings  

 will be calculated for a period of 6.5 months. 

19 Interest on loan given by a partner to the firm shall be paid if there are profits. 

20 Current accounts of partners are maintained under the Fluctuating capital Method. 

Sol: S. No. Reason 

1. False: Joint venture is not a partnership under the Partnership Act. Since it is only a kind of temporary trading 
relationship between co-venturers to carry out a commercial venture. 

2. False: No partner is entitled to a salary unless the partnership deed specifically provides for the same. 

3. False: Profits or losses are to be shared equally among partners if there is no agreement. 

4. False: The business of the partnership firm can be carried on by all the partners or by any one of them acting 
for all. 

5. False: According to the Indian Partnership Act, in the absence of any agreement to the contrary, profits and 
losses of the firm are shared equally among partners. 

6. False: Sharing of Profit is only a prima facie evidence of partnership but Mutual Agency is a conclusive 
evidence of partnership. 

7. False: Registration of a firm is optional and not compulsory and can be effected on or after the formation of 
partnership. 

8. False: Every partner is jointly and severally liable to third parties. 

9. False: It is not necessary to have Partnership Agreement in writing. 

10. False: Terms of Partnership and nature of business of firm can be changed only with the consent of all 
partners. 

11. False: If the amount of available profits is less than the total amount of interest on capital, the available 
profits should be distributed in the ratio of interest claims of partners. 
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12. False: The Partnership Act has not prescribed any Rate of Interest on Loan by firm to Partner. 

13. False: A partnership deed need not in writing. 

14. False: In the absence of any provision in the partnership deed, the partners share profit be and losses equally. 

15. False: In the absence of any provision in the partnership deed, no partner is entitled to remuneration. 

16. False: In the absence of any provision in the partnership deed, interest will be calculated on the total amount 
of drawings for a period of six months assuming that the amounts were drawn evenly throughout the year. 

17. False: If a fixed amount is withdraw on the first day of every month, the interest on the total amount of 
drawings will be calculated for a period of 6.5 months. 

18. False: If a fixed amount is withdrawn on the last day of every month, the interest on the total of drawings 
will be calculated for a period of 5.5 months. 

19. False: Interest on loan given by a partner to the firm shall be paid even if there are losses. 

20. False: Current accounts of partners are maintained under the Fixed Capital Method. 
 

  

 ADMISSION OF A PARTNER 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be  

 awarded without valid reason): 

1 Goodwill is a fictitious asset. [May 1996, May 2001, Nov. 2001 and May 2004] 

               Or 
Goodwill is a current asset. [May 1998] 

2 Goodwill is in the nature of personal account. [May 1999] 

3 Goodwill brought in by an incoming partner in cash for joining a partnership firm is taken away by the  

 old partners in their new profit sharing ratio. [May 2000] 

4 A person may be admitted as partner either with the consent of majority of partners or in accordance  

 with express agreement among partners . 

5 There exists no difference between T surrenders 1/3rd of his share and 'Y' surrenders 1/3rd from his 
share. 

6 Machinery Replacement Fund is credited to partners in their sacrificing. 
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7 Excess of Investment Fluctuation Reserve over difference between book value and market value is  

 credited to Revaluation Account. 

8 Excess of Workmen Compensation Reserve over Liability of Workmen Compensation is credited to  

 Revaluation Account. 

9 The ratio in which the old partners have agreed to sacrifice their shares in profit in favour of a new  

 partner is called the gaining ratio. 

10   Unless given otherwise, the ratio of sacrifice is the same as old profit sharing ratio. 

11 The amount of goodwill brought in by the new partner is shared by old partners in their old profit  

 sharing ratio. 

12 The assets and liabilities are revalued at the time of admission of a partner so that the profit or loss  

 arising on the revaluation of assets and liabilities upto the date of admission may be adjusted in the  

 capital accounts of sacrificing partners only. 

13 If, at the time of admission, provision for doubtful debts is to be reduced, it will be debited to Debtors  

 Accounts. 

14 Any amount released from the sale of unrecorded asset is debited to the old partners’ capital  

 Accounts 

15 Any amount paid to discharge an unrecorded liability is credited to the old partners’ capital accounts. 

16 Gain or loss arising from revaluation of assets and liabilities is shared by old partners in their sacrificing  

 ratio. 

17 All accumulated profits, reserves, losses and fictitious assets appearing in the books of the firm at the  

 time of admission, are transferred to old partners’ capital accounts in their respective sacrificing ratio. 
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Sol: S. No. Reason 
1. False: Goodwill is an intangible asset and not fictitious or current asset. 
2. False: Goodwill is an intangible asset therefore it is an item of real account. 
3. False: When a new partner brings in cash for goodwill, it is taken away by the old partners in their sacrificing ratio. 
4. False: A person may be admitted as partner either with the consent of all partners or in accordance with express 

agreement among partners (Sec. 31) 
5. False: There exists difference between ‘B surrenders 1/3rd of his share’ and ‘B surrenders 1/3rd from his share’. If 

B’s share is 2/5th, it means in the former case he has surrendered 2/15th [i.e. (1/3) x (2/5)] share and B’s New 
Share is 4/15 [i.e. (2/5) - (2/15)], in the latter case, he has surrendered 1/3rd share and B’s New Share is 1/15 [i.e. 
(2/5)-(1/3)]. 

6. False: Machinery Replacement Fund is not credited to partners because it is in the nature of accumulated 
depreciation and not accumulated profit. 

7. False: Excess of Investment Fluctuation Reserve over difference between book value and market value is credited to 
partners in Profit Sharing Ratio. 

8. False: Excess of Workmen Compensation Reserve over Liability of Workmen Compensation is credited to partners in 
Profit Sharing Ratio 

9. False: The ratio in which the old partners have agreed to sacrifice their shares in profit in favour of a new partner is 
called the sacrificing ratio. 

10. True: Unless given otherwise.it is presumed that old partners have surrendered their share in favour of incoming 
partner in their respective old profit sharing ratio. 

11. False: The amount of goodwill brought in by the new partner is shared by old partners in their sacrificing ratio. 
12. False: The assets and liabilities are revalued at the time of admission of a partner so that the profit or loss arising 

on the revaluation of assets and liabilities upto the date of admission may be adjusted in the capital accounts of old 
partners only. 

13. False: If, at the time of admission, provision for doubtful debts is to be reduced, it will be debited to Provision for 
Doubtful Debts Account. 

14. False: Any amount released from the sale of unrecorded asset is debited to Cash/Bank Account. 

15. False: Any amount paid to discharge an unrecorded liability is credited to Cash/Bank Account 
16. False: Gain or loss arising from revaluation of assets and liabilities is shared by old partners in their respective old 

profit sharing ratio. 
17. False: All accumulated profits, reserves, losses and fictitious assets appearing in the books of the firm at the time of 

admission, are transferred to old partners’ capital accounts in their respective old profit sharing ratio. 
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 PARTNERSHIP—RETIREMENT/DEATH OF A PARTNER 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 If a partner retires, then other partners have a gain in their profit sharing ratio. [May 2001] 

2 Joint life policy is taken by the partners in order to provide working capital for the firm.[June 1994] 

                                                 Or  
The objective of taking a joint life policy by the partnership firm is to secure the lives of the existing 
partners of the firm. [Nov. 2002] 

3 A partner may retire from firm either with the consent of majority of partners or in accordance with  

 express agreement among partners. 

4 Deceased Partner’s Share of Profit is adjusted through P&L Suspense A/c which appears on the  

 Liabilities side of the Balance Sheet. 

5 The ratio in which the continuing partners acquire the outgoing (retired or deceased) partner’s share is  

 called as sacrificing ratio. 

6 Unless given otherwise, the gaining ratio is the same as old profit ratio. 

7 The assets and liabilities are revalued at the time of retirement/death of a partner so that the profit or  

 loss arising on the revaluation of assets and liabilities up to date of retirement/death of a partner may  

 be adjusted in the capital accounts of continuing partners only. 

8 Gain or loss arising from revaluation of assets and liabilites up to date of retirement/death of a partner  

 is shared only by continuing partners in their respective old profit sharing ratio. 

9 All accumulated profits, reserves, losses and fictitious assets appearing in the books of the firm at the  

 time of retirement of a partner are transferred only to continuing partners’ capital accounts in their  

 respective old profit sharing ratio. 
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10 The amount standing to the credit of deceased partner 'capital account is transferred to his/her loan  

 account in case it is not paid immediately. 

11 Joint Life Policy is an assurance policy covering the lives of the partners jointly & severally . 

12 Joint Life Policy becomes due in the event of death of any of the partners or on the maturity of the  

 policy, whichever is later. 

13 Surrender value of an insurance policy means the realizable value of an insurance policy in the event of  

 the surrender of the policy to the Insurance company at the date of maturity. 

14 A retired partner or the legal representative of a deceased partner can not claim a share in the  

 subsequent profits of the firm in any case. 

Sol: S. No. Reason 
1. True: If a partner retries, his share of profit or loss will be shared by the other partners in their profit sharing ratio 

unless otherwise agreed. 
2. False: The objective of taking a joint life policy is to minimize the financial hardships in the event of payment of a 

large sum to the legal representatives of a deceased partner or to the retiring partner. 
3. False: A partner may retire from firm either with the consent of all other partners or in accordance with express 

agreement among partners. 
4. False: Deceased Partner's Share of Profit is adjusted through P&L Suspense A/c which appears on the Assets side 

of the Balance Sheet. 
5. False: The ratio in which the continuing partners acquire the outgoing (retired or deceased) partner’s share is 

called as gaining ratio. 
6. True: Unless given otherwise.it is presumed that continuing partners have acquired the outgoing (retired or 

deceased) partner’s share in their respective old profit sharing ratio. 
7. False: The assets and liabilities are revalued at the time of retirement/death of a partner so that the profit or loss 

arising on the revaluation of assets and liabilities up to date of retirement/death may be adjusted in the capital 
accounts of all the partners. 

8. False: Gain or loss arising from revaluation of assets and liabilites up to date of retirement/ death of a partner is 
shared by all partners in their respective old profit sharing ratio. 

9. False: All accumulated profits, reserves, losses and fictitious assets appearing in the books of the firm at the time 
of retirement of a partner are transferred to all partners’ capital accounts in their respective old profit sharing ratio. 

10. False: The amount standing to the credit of deceased partner 'capital account is transferred to his/her Executors's 
Loan Account in case it is not paid immediately. 

11. False: Joint Life Policy is an assurance policy covering the lives of the partners jointly . 
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12. False: Joint Life Policy becomes due in the event of death of any of the partners or on the maturity of the policy, 
whichever is earlier. 

13. False: Surrender value of an insurnace policy means the realizable value of an insurance policy in the event of the 
surrender of the policy to the Insurance company before the date of maturity. 

14. False: A retired partner or the legal representative of a deceased partner can claim a share in the subsequent 
profits of the firm if his accounts are not settled. 

 

  

 ACCOUNTING FOR SHARE CAPITAL 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 Maximum number of members in case of private company is 50 . 

2 Maximum paid up capital for Public Company is Rs. 5 lakhs and for Private Company is Rs. 1 lakh. 

3 Equity Share Capital with differential rights as to voting or dividend cannot be issued. 

4 Unless otherwise stated a preference share is always deemed to be Non-Cumulative, Nonparticipating &  

 Non-convertible. 

5 Participating Preference Share is that share which in addition to two basic preferential rights also  

 carries a right to participate in surplus profits and surplus assets. 

6 Securities Premium can be applied to issue partly paid bonus shares. 

7 Under the Capital Clause of Memorandum of Association, the amount of Issued Capital and its division  

 into shares of fixed amount is required to be stated. 

8 Issued Capital refers to paid up value of all shares allotted. 

9 Shares issued to supplier of a fixed asset are required to be disclosed separately under the sub-head  

 ‘Issued Capital’ 

10 Reserve Capital and Capital Reserve carry the same meaning. 

11 As per Table F, the Minimum rate of interest that can be charged on Calls-in-Arrear and that can be  
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 allowed on calls-in-advance are 10% p.m. and 12% p.m. respectively. 

12 While passing an entry for Forfeiture, Share Capital A/c is debited with the amount Paid-up (excluding  

 Securities Premium) till the stage of forfeiture. 

13 While passing an entry for Forfeiture, Securities Premium is debited only with the amount of total  

 Securities premium. 

14 While passing an entry for Forfeiture Forfeited Shares A/c is credited with the total amount already  

 received (whether on application or allotment or call). 

15 While passing an entry for re-issue Share Capital is credited with the amount called up. 

16 While passing an entry for re-issue, Securities Premium is credited with excess of re-issue price over the  

 face value. 

17 Share Application Account, Share Allotment Account, Share Call Account and Share Capital Account are  

 Real Accounts. 

18 Forfeited Shares Account, Securities Premium Account, Calls- in -arrears Account and Calls - in advance  

 Account are Nominal Accounts. 

Sol: S. No. Reason 
1. False: Maximum number of members in case of private company is 200 
2. False: Minimum paid up capital for Public Company is Rs. 5 lakhs and for Private Company is Rs. 1 lakh. 

3. False: Equity Share Capital with differential rights as to voting or dividend may be issued. 
4. False: Unless otherwise stated a preference share is always deemed to be Cumulative, Non-participating & Non-

convertible. 
5. False: Participating Preference Share is that share which in addition to two basic preferential rights also carries 

a right to participate in surplus profits and/ or surplus assets. 
6. False: Securities Premium can be applied to issue fully paid bonus shares. 

7. False: Under the Capital Clause of Memorandum of Association, the amount of Authorized Capital and its 
division into shares of fixed amount is required to be stated. 

8. False: Issued Capital refers to nominal value of all shares allotted. 

9. False: Shares issued to supplier of a fixed asset are required to be disclosed separately under the sub-head 
‘Subscribed Capital’. 
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10. False: Reserve Capital refers to that portion of uncalled up share capital which shall not be capable of being 
called up except in the event and for the purposes of the company being wound up.. Capital Reserve refers to 
those amounts which are not regarded as free for distribution by way of dividend. 

11. False: As per Table F, the maximum rate of interest that can be charged on Calls-in-Arrear and that can be 
allowed on calls-in-advance are 10% p.a. and 12% p.a. respectively. 

12. False: While passing an entry for Forfeiture,,Share Capital A/c is debited with the amount called up (excluding 
Securities Premium) till the stage of forfeiture. 

13. False: While passing an entry for Forfeiture, Securities Premium is debited only with the amount of Securities 
premium due but not received. 

14. False: While passing an entry for Forfeiture Forfeited Shares A/c is credited with the amount already received 
(excluding Securities Premium) (whether on application or allotment or call). 

15. False: While passing an entry for re-issue Share Capital is credited with the amount of Paid-up Value. 

16. False: While passing an entry for re-issue, Securities Premium is credited with excess of re-issue price over the 
paid up value. 

17. False: Share Application Account, Share Allotment Account, Share Call Account and Share Capital Account are 
Personal Accounts. 

18. False: Forfeited Shares Account, Securities Premium Account are Nominal Accounts but Calls- in -arrears 
Account and Calls - in advance Account are Personal Accounts. 

 

  

 ACCOUNTING FOR DEBENTURES 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 Now Debentures can be issued at par /Premium but not at discount. 

2 Like Shares a company can issue debentures with voting rights. 

3 Debenture interest is calculated on issue price and is payable when there are profits after the payment  

 of any dividend on shares. 

4 Debenture Redemption Premium Account and Discount on issue of debentures Account are Nominal  

 Accounts. 
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Sol: S.No. Reason 

1. False: Debentures can be issued at par /Premium/ discount since there are no restrictions on issue of debentures 
at discount. 

2. False: Like Shares a company cannot issue debentures with voting rights. 

3. False: Debenture interest is calculated on face value and not on issue price and is payable irrespective of fact 
whether there are profits or not before the payment of any dividend on shares. 

4. False: Debenture Redemption Premium Account is a Personal Account but Discount on Issue of Debentures 
Account is a Nominal Account. 

 

  

 LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP (HELPFUL FOR LAW) 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

1 LLP is an entity registered under The Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2018 

2 LLP has no separate legal entity. 

3 LLP is created by agreement and not by Law. 

4 LLP has no perpetual succession. 

5 Name of LLP need not contain ‘Limited Liability Partnership’ or ‘LLP’ as suffix 

6 For LLP Minimum number of partners required is 2 but their is limit of 20 on maximum number of  

 partners 

7 Liability of LLP Partner is unlimited 

8 LLP Partners act as agents of LLP and other partners 

9 Minor can be admitted to the benefits of LLP 

10 Foreign National cannot become a Partner in a LLP 

11 LLP must have at least 2 individuals as Designated Partners who must be residents in India 

12 Each Designated Partner of LLP is required to have a DPIN before appointment 

13 All Designated Partner must have Digital Signatures since e forms are filled electronically 
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14 All Partners of LLP are liable for Legal Compliance 

 S. No. Reason 

1. False: LLP is an entity registered under The Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008’ 

2. False: LLP has separate legal entity. 

3. False: LLP is created by Law. 

4. False: LLP has perpetual succession. The death, insolvency or unsoundness of its members does not affect its 
existence. Members may come and go but LLP goes forever. 

5. False: Name of LLP must contain ‘Limited Liability Partnership’ or ‘LLP’ as suffix. 

6. False: For LLP Minimum number of partners required is 2 but their is no limit on maximum number of 
partners. 

7. False: Liability of LLP Partner is limited, to the extent their contribution towards LLP, except in case of 
intentional fraud or wrongful act of omission or commission by the partner. 

8. False: LLP Partners act as agents of LLP and not of other partners. 

9. False: Minor can not be admitted to the benefits of LLP. 

10. False: Foreign National can become a Partner in a LLP. 
11. False: LLP must have at least 2 individuals as Designated Partners, of whom at least one must be resident in 

India 
12. False: Each Designated Partner of LLP is required to have a DPIN before appointment. 

13. False: Atleast one Designated Partner must have Digital Signatures since e forms are filled electronically. 

14. False: Only Designated Partners of LLP are liable for Legal Compliance. 
 

  

 ICAI EXAMS – 2019 

 State with reason whether the following statements are true or false (No Marks shall be awarded  

 without valid reason): 

May (i) Amount spent for the construction of temporary huts, which were necessary for construction of the  

2019 Cinema House and were demolished when the Cinema House was ready, is capital expenditure.  

 (ii) If the amount is posted in the wrong account or it is written on the wrong side of the account, it  

 is called error of principle.  

 (iii) In case of consignment sale, ownership of goods will be transferred to consignee at the time of  
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 receiving the goods.  

 (iv) In case the due date of a bill falls after the date of closing the account, the interest from the  

 date of closing to such due date is known as Red-Ink interest.  

 (v) Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) is governed by Indian Partnership Act, 1932.  

Sol: (i) True: Since the temporary huts were necessary for the construction, their cost should be added to  

 the cost of the cinema hall and thus capitalised.  

 (ii) False: If an amount is posted in the wrong account or is written on the wrong side of the correct  

 account, it is case of “errors of commission” and is not “error of principle”.  

 (iii) False: In Consignment sale, ownership of the goods rests with the consignor till they are sold by  

 the consignee. The consignee does not become the owner of the goods even though goods are in his  

 possession. He acts only as agent of the consignor.  

 (iv) True: In case the due date of a bill falls after the date of closing the account, then no interest is  

 allowed for that. However, interest from the date of closing to such due date is written in “Red-Ink” in  

 the appropriate side of the ‘Account current’. This interest is called Red-Ink interest.  

 (v) False: The provisions of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932 shall not apply to a limited liability  

 partnership. Limited Liability (LLPs) Act, 2008 is applicable for Limited Liability Partnerships. 

  

Nov (i) Trade Discount is a reduction granted by a supplier from the list price of goods or services on  

2019 business considerations for prompt payment.  

 (ii) M/s. XYZ & Co. runs a cafe. They renovated. some of the old cabins. Because of this renovation  

 some space was made free and number of cabins was increased from 15 to 18. The total expenditure  

 incurred was Rs 30,000 and was treated as a revenue expenditure. 

 (iii) Valuation of inventory, at cost or net realizable value, whichever less, is based on principle of 
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 Conservatism.  

 (iv) In case of bill of exchange, the drawer and the payee may not be the same person but in case of a  

 promissory note, the maker and the payee may be the same person.  

 (v) A Partnership firm cannot own any Assets.  

 (vi) Since company has existence independent of its members, it continues to be in existence despite  

 the death, insolvency or change of members. 

Sol: (i) False: Trade Discount is a reduction granted by a supplier from the list price of goods or services on  

 business considerations other than for prompt payment. 

 (ii) False: Renovation of cabins increased the number of cabins. This has an effect on the future  

 revenue generating capability of the business. Thus the renovation expense is capital expenditure in  

 nature.  

 (iii) True: The conservatism concept states that one shall not account for anticipated profits but shall  

 provide all prospective losses. Valuing inventory at cost or net releasable value whichever is less,  

 therefore is based on principle of Conservatism.  

 (iv) False: The drawer and payee may be same person in case of bill of exchange whereas in promissory  

 note maker and payee can’t be same person  

 (v) True: A partnership firm is not a distinct legal entity and therefore can’t own any assets. The  

 partners own the assets of the firm.  

 (vi) True: As per Perpetual Existence company has existence independent of its members, it continues  

 to be in existence despite the death, insolvency or change of members. 

  

  
 




